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THE PRINC
ETENEADERoy WEEKLY NEWSPAPIER IN KENTUCKY TOoarcTSO ASSOCIATED emus* FRANCHISE The Smallest Item And The Biggest BargainIn Your Family Budget Is... The Leader
me 75
Princeton, Kentucky, Thursday, July 4, 1946 Number 1'
onceton Merchants
re Holding Price Line
totes And Public Go Along With President's Plea
To Fight Inflation As OPA Controls End Sunday
idnight; Meat And Bread Scarce Here; Cattle And
s Advance $2 On Local Market Monday
Washington—AP--Stabilization Director Chester Bowles
• ast Tuesday night that the cost of living will double
IA days it commodity. prcitg continike their prestaut
Washington — AP — Senators O'Daniel (D.Tex) and
lerry (R.-Neb.) stalled all congressional action on price
trols Tuesday but administration leaders got busy behind
scenes, seek in to clear the way for a compromise bill.
Princeton stores acted promptly Monday morning in re-
se to the President's appeal for restraint in the situation
reloped Sunday midnight with the death of OPA and there
; no disposition upon the part of residents of this corn-
unity ,to rush into the market to buy goods, a survey con-
ted by The Leader disclosed.
' Merchants Association
rs pledged themselves to
stocks now on hand at the
e prices which prevailed un-
OPA and not to increase
on merchandise received
'a the next several days
Congress acts finally with
nce to price control, N. B.
ron, president, said.
oughout the community
was apprehension that total
nee of price control on scarce
ies, especially food, might
I in ciLick inflation and
was talk of a "buyers
." There was no rush to
to buy items which many
will be higher in cost soon,
Is said.
the Princeton Livestock
Set Monday, prices rose
t $2 on good cattle and hogs, Robert Lance is the 22
a sharp increase on the months old son of Mr. and
markets at Chicago, Omaha Mrs. Ernest Storm, Route 2.
Indianapolis where prices Mrs. Storm is the former Elva
to $22 on fat cattle, high- Cherry.
in 27 years.
was no meat in local
and bread was very hard
Tuesday. Prices on fresh
also scarce hire, had
advanced when this report
written.
S. RETAILERS JOIN
CURB INFLATION(By Associated Plisui)
nation's retailers—despite
of government controls—
y held prices at OPA
at the start of this week
face of near record-high
'ens in cattle and hog
ts, grain, cotton and wool.
Please t r ix
tile Markets
ded,Tuesday
oducers Rush Livestock
Sale Pens As
Jump
1.414 Associated Press)
flood of cattle and hog
to swamped the Nation's
k markets Tuesday in
to Monday's upsurge in
and in Chicago cattle
a record high of $22.50—
the OPA ceiling $4.50.
• g of OPA ceilings
t a jam of trucks three
re of a mile long at the
o stockyards, deluged with
atest arrival of cattle and
since last JanuarY•
prices dropped $2 Tues-
er Monday's $18.50 peak
that figure was 81115
the old OPA maximum.
previous records were
by Monday's $22 cattle
survey of the 12 ranking
In the country showed
hogs in the pens com-ic 29,400 a week ago and
a year ago.
McDonald Quits
State Senator
°rt — (IP) — Governor
Willis has accepted the
tion of State Senator Roy
d, Cadiz Democrat. Mc-
resigned because he was
ninerintendent of Trigg
schools. He became a
I n 1943.
'al Campaign Is
At Owensboro
within the Catho-
of Owensboro and
1111117, and an inter-de-
canvas by a special
nee are under way
$122,500 for the Sisters
liaaPital, construction
" has begun in Owens-
Sisters f oMercy have
$318.000, total cost of the
being eethnated to be
Handsome Youngster
I
Meat Prices Up
In local Stores
Other Food Being Sold
At OPA Levels,. Mana-
gers Report -
Receiving only limited quan-
titie, of meat, Pfinceton Red
Front stores got a mark-up on
all grades Wednesday ranging
from 13 cents on chuck roasts
to 22 cents on steaks, Melvin
Fralick, manager of Store No.
51, said.
Mr. Fralick said he believes
other prices at his store will not
rise as meat has and that meat
costs will decrease as supplies
become more plentiful. He ex-
pects the flood of cattle to the
lage livestock markets this week
to be reflected in prices here
within a short time.
The A&P store here is getting
no meat, due to a strike by
drivers of transport trucks, but
did receive a new price schedule
Wednesday reflecting advances
ranging from 13 to 25 cents a
pound on the several grades,
Mrs. Robert Dalzell said.
Sam Koltinsky, manager of the
A. Kontinsky store, said the pol-
icy there is to add only the per-
centage of mark-up allowed by
OPA on meat, i.e., if meats cost
more to the store, the OPA per-
centage increase in retail price
is placed on it and no more. All
other goods in the Koltinsky
store is being sold at OPA prices
In effect before the end of
price control came Sunday mid-
night, Mr. Koltinsky said.
Farmers Get $160,954
Revenue From Timber
Some 88 farmers of Caldwell,
Lyon, Trigg, Hopkins and Muhl-
enbergh counties have been
aided in selling 7,566,000 feet of
lumber in the year ending June
30, which brought them $160,-
954, by the Princeton Project
Office of the Tradewater Mar-
keting Service, sponsored by the
U. S. Forestry Service, Forester
Ralph Nelson said this week.
The timber was all cut pro-
perly, with due regard to future
growth, and there was economi-
cal as well as profitable selling
of the lumber, Mr. Nelson said.
The U. S. Forestry Office is
now !heated in the southeast
corner rooms of the basement
floor of the courthouse, with Mr.
Nelson in charge. The office has
been servicing this five-county
area the last 3 years, was lo-
cated at 1081/2
 E. Main street.
Hatler Heads Baptist
Relief Campaign Here
Rev. H. G. M. Hatier has been
chosen director of the relief
campaign of the Baptist Board
of Missions, designed to help
raise Kentucky's share of world
relief. Rev. F. M. Masters is
moderator for members of the
committee, which is composed of
five members. Sunday, July 28,
has been chosen for the time
when special offerings will be
taken by Kentucky Baptist
churches for this cause.
New Auto Drivers'
licenses On Safe
Applicants Must Appear
Before Circuit Clerk
In Person
A total of 3800 motor vehicle
drivers' licenses were received
here last week-end and are now
on sale at the courthouse, it
was announced this week by
Mrs. Leona Trader, circuit court
clerk.
The 1945-48 permits will ex-
pire July 31, and drivers must
renew their licenses in person.
Persons who cannot produce
evidence that they have pre-
viously been licensed in Ken-
tucky and who do not hold a
valid out-of-state license from
Zr home state issued since26, 1941, or an armed for-
ces permit, are required to take
the examination, she said.
At Mother's Bedside
Merl Drain, manager of the lo-
cal J. C. Penny store, was called
to Pans, Ill., his former home,
Tuesday because of the serious
Illness of his mother, who suf-
fered a stroke a few days ago.
Fine Potato Crop
Eli Sisk, of the White School-
house community, brought to the
office some very fine Irish Cob-
bler potatoes Wednesday. Mr.
Sisk said he planted 250 bushels
of this seed and the yield has
already exceeded his expectations.
Collins To Preach
At Union Service
New Christian Minister
Gets First Call In Summer
Series
In the first of the summer ser-
ies of Union Sunday night ser-
vices with four local churches
cooperating, the Rev. Tom W.
Collins, minister of the Christian
Church, will preach the sermon
at the Centr al Presbyterian
Church.
The service will extend only 50
minutes and will feature special
music by the choir of the host
church, assisted by choir mem-
bers from the other churches.
Youth groups from all partici-
pating churches will also join in
a union meeting at the host
church at 6:30 o'clock.
Local churches cooperating in
the union services are: Ogden
Memorial Methodist, Christian,
Cumberland Presbyterian 3 n d
Central Presbyterian.
Anna G. Ratliff Is
exas U. Graduate
Anna Garrett Ratliff, daugh-
ter of Mrs. R. B. Ratliff, was
among 765 graduates at the 63rd
annual University of Texas
commencement, held June 24, at
Austin, Tex. She received a BS
degree in Physical Education.
Grahiuns Will Leave For
Vacation In Texas
County Agent John F. Graham
and family will leave Friday for
Whichita Falls, Texas, to visit
his sister, Mrs. W. M. Sparks-
man. They will be gone about
two weeks.
Blackburn Takes
Over As President
Of Rotary Club
Retiring Leader Alton
Templeton Praised For
Accomplishments Of
Past Year
Edward F. Blackburn was in-
stalled as president of the Ro-
tary Club at Tuesday night's
meeting and Elwood Cook as
secretary. They succeed Alton
Templeton and Mark Cunning-
ham, respectively. Mr Cunning-
ham has served as secretary 2
years and as editor of Rota-
tions, the club's weekly bulle-
tin, the last year.
Retiring president Templeton
was presented a past president's
lapel button with thanks of the
members for an outstanding year
during which the club showed
marked gains in membership
and activities. Present roll con-
tains 33 names. The club had
two 100 percent attendance
meetings in June.
The annual Rotary picnic will
Tent Revival To Close
This Week, Pastor Says
The public is cordially invited
to at preaching services
every night at 7:30 o'clock at the
teat on N. Donivan street. The
revival, which has been conduct-
ed by Miu Nettie Tubbs, will
close this week, it II announced
by Mrs. Opal Blackford, pastor.
Rotary Buys Clothing,
Keeps 36 In Schoo!
The Princeton Rotary Club
kept 36 children in school
here the last year by pur-
chasing necessary. cicrthing
for them, Mark Cunningham,
retiring secretary
-treasurer,*
said this week. The club ob-
tains the major portion of
its underprivileged relief
fund by sponsoring a basket-
ball tournament each spring
and now has about $650 for
such work, Mr. Cunningham
said.
V, 
be held Thursday night, July
18, it was announced, and other
July meetings will be at the
Princeton Hotel.
Byron Williams told his fel-
low Rotarians about his trip to
Florida, with especial reference
to the 62-pound tarpon he
caught.
Committees for year begin-
ning July 1:
Program: Dr. B. K. Amoss,
Joe Wilcox, Jim Shrewsbury.
Underprivileged C h lid r en:
Melvin Fralick, Elwood Cook,
K. V. Bryant.
Rotary Information: Duke
Pettit, Gordon Lisanby Millard
Cummins.
Vocational Service: Julian
Littlepage, Clarence McGary, Ro-
bert Jacob.
Public Information: Glenn
Johnson and T. W. McConnell.
Attendance and Fellowship:
R. C. Wood, Lewis Boren, N. T.
Cole.
Youth: Byron D. Williams,
Russell Goodaker, Mark Cun-
ningham, Alton Templeton.
Rural-Urban: Howard Stone,
Fred Stallings, Harry Long.
Classification: C. Pruett, John
Keeney, Bob McCarty.
Civic Affairs: H. Purdy, Dick
Morga.1, Howard McGough.
Mem`tership: B. Hollowell,
Dennis Hodge, B. N. Lusby.
Se r gea nt- At - Arms, Hugh
Blackburn.
Martha Sevison Will
Return To Cornell U.
Miss Martha Sevison will
leave Sunday via plane from
Nashville for New York City,
where she will resume her stud-
ies at Cornell University, after
visiting her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Henry Sevison, Eddyville
Road, who will accompany her
to Nashville.
Winkenhoffer Attends
Red Cross Meeting
Montgomery Ala. — 011—
Arnold Winkenhoffer, assistant
director of safety service for the
American Red Cross, attended
the statewide highway safety
conference here Tuesday. A for-
mer college football coach, he
is in charge of Red Cross safety
training in the southeast
New School Head And
Family Arrive Here
L. C. Tayloi, new superintend-
ent of Princeton schools, his
wife and daughter, Caroline,
have arrived here and taken res-
idence in the Hillyard place, W.
Main street. Mr. Taylor liras
head of the Midway school.sys-
tem last year and replaces C.
A. Horn, who will resume his
former post as principal of But-
ler High School when classes are
resumed in September.
Miss JoyCe Farmer and Mite
Ethel Griffin have returned to
C/arksdale, Miss., after a visit in
the home of Mr. and Mn. nen
Fanner, Franklin street.
HE SOLVES HOUSING SH ORTAGE
The housing shortage drove Chester Gillette into this cave, near Pittsburgh, where he isvisited daily by his wife and baby who live with inlaws. (AP Wirephoto)
New Bids Will Be
Asked On School
Federal Aid Now Ex-
pected On Two Units Of
County Building
Caldwell county's new Consol-
idated School building has been
delayed and actual construction
held up temporarily by a rec-
ommendation by the State De-
partment of Education that bids
be re-advertised on the project,
Supt. Edw. F. Blackburn said
Wednesday.
At its regular meeting Tues-
day, the County Board received
a recommendation from the
State Department that the con-
tract for the new .•;chool be di-
vided into three units, with bids
on the high school classroom
section to be taken first.
The department's recommenda-
tion stated it appears now there
will be school building aid funds
av.illable from the federal gov-
erdment next year, which will
not be applicable where contPacts
have already been let.
By dividing the Caldwell
county project into three con-
tracts, the County Board may
expect to get material financial
aid from the federal government
on two of the units, the recom-
mendation said.
The County Board voted to
ask the Fiscal Court to order re-
advertising of the new school
contract, as recommended by the
State Department of Education.
McGees Attend Board
Meeting In N. Carolina
Rev. and Mrs. J. Lester McGee,
of Ogden Memorial Methodist
Church, are spending this week
at Lake Junaluska, North Caro-
lina, where the Rev. McGee is
attending a meeting of the Gen-
real Board of Evangelism of the
Methodist Church, of which he is
a member. The McGees will re-
turn home Satruday.
Cumberland Team
Clings To Lead
Softball Play To Be
Extended For Hospital's
Benefit
The Cumberland Manufac-
turing Company's softball team
still leads the league but had a
tight squeeze Tuesday night
when it had to go an extra three
innings to triumph over the
hard-trying Kentucky Whip &
Collar nine, 22 to 20.
The Masons, undefeated until
Tuesday night, lost to the Hos-
iery Mill players, 11 to 10, in
the second half of the twin bill.
Friday night will find the Ki-
waniarts meeting Cherry's Res-
taurant and Rotary pitted against
the Elks.
Attendance at the games is
still showing a steady gain, Joe
MeMican, ticket sales chairman,
said.
It was decided to continue the
softball league through several
more weeks of play at Wednes-
day's meeting of the Kiwanis
Club, with proceeds going to the
Caldwell County Memorial Hos-
pital after the regular schedule,
announced at the start of the
league, has been played out.
Marshall Eldred Undergoes
Ope'ratioo At Louisville
Marshall P. Ildred, Louisville
intorno'. •Wei Wended upon at
Nortaa trefremer there Tuesday
for *oda. eandttion was re-
ported to be satidactory Wed-
nesday. Mr. ildred had a simi-
lar opersUan last summer.
Princeton Leader Chosen
Best-All-Around Paper
Lexington-01—The Princeton hams, editor of The Kentuckian-
Leader was adjudged the best
all-around newspaper Saturday
in the Kentucky Press Askicia-
tion's State-wide contest for
eekly and semiweekly news
papers.
The Leader, edited by Ciracean
M. Pedley, received The Lexing-
ton Herald-Leader Trophy.
J. LaMarr Bradley's Provi-
dence Journal-Enterprise, re-
ceived second place in the all-
around contest and The Somer-
set Journal, edited by John Ed
Pearce, was third.
Honorable mention went to
The Somerset Commonwealth
and The Lyon County Herald.
Honorable mention was giver.
The Princeton Leader and The
Shelby News, Shelbyville, edited
by Bennett Roach, in the Best
Front Page contest.
In the editorial contest, the
name of, The Hancock Clarion.
Hawesville, was inscribed on the
Enoch Grehan Memorial Plaque
for the editorial, "Those Babies
of Ours," written by Editor
Roscoe I. Downs. Ben L. Wil-
Citizen, Paris, was recognized as
second-place winner with his
editorial on "Juvenile Delin-
quency Here" and the editorial,
"That's Where Our Money Goes,"
written by John Ed Pearce, The
Somerset Journal, was given
third place. Honorably mention-
ed were Gracean M. Pedley for
his editorial, "The Penalty of
Our Neglect," in The Princeton
Leader, and his editorial, "Con-
gratulations to the County Board
of Education," in The Lyon
County Herald.
The Kentucky Post trophy for
the best news story was pre-
sented to The Shelby News, for
Bennett Roach's story, "Nazis
Nearly Starved Shelby Boy
Prisoner." Second place was
awarded The Princeton Leader
for the story, "Soil Erosion Robs
Many Caldwell County Farms,"
written by Edw. F. Blackburn.
Third place was awarded The
Somerset Journal for the story,
"Police Chief Says Council
Plans Ouster," by John Ed
(Please turn to back page)
9 To Be Confirmed
At Service Today
Catholic School Conclud-
ed; Bishop From Owens-
boro Confers Sacrament
Confirmation services held at
S. Paul's Catholic Church this
morning at 10:30 o'clock cli-
maxed the annual Vacation
School which began there June
16 and continued through June
30, it was announced this week
by Mrs. Ralph Nelson, a member.
Two nuns from Mount St.
Joseph Academy near Owens-
boro instructed students in Bible
history and Christian doctrine
and prepared a class of nine pu-
pils to receive the Holy Com-
munion, which was given Sun-
day morning at 9 o'clock.
These were James Robert Kev-
il, William Dailey Skees, Francis
Cotton, Jr., James Cotton, James
Hayes, James Berkley, Rolland
Goodaker, Mary Ruth Nelson and
Shirley Berkley. This group was
included in the confirmation ser-
vices this morning, with Bishop
Francis R. Cotton, of Owensboro,
conferring the sacrament and
benediction.
Taking part in the Sunday
morning services were Tommy
Cotton, Pat Sherman, Martha
Burns, Mickey Cunningham, Jim-
my Dunn, Jimmy Nelson, Mary
Hazzard, Mary Ann Kevil, Mar-
garet Ann Mitchell, Kathleen
Burns, Marilyn Skees and Violet
Berkley.
Lieut. Harry Joiner Jr.
Honorably Discharged
First Lieut. Harry Joiner, Jr.
arrived home Saturday night
from Camp Atterbury, Ind.,
where he was honorably dis-
charged. Lieutenant Joiner ser-
ved the last year in Manila with
the Army Engineers, and was in
the Army 42 months. His wife,
the former Dottie Mason, and
little son, Harry, met him in
Louisville last Thursday.
Barney Linton Gets
Honorable Discharge
Barney Linton, son of Dr. and
Mrs. F. T. Linton, twice wound-
ed in the fighting in Europe, is
at home having been honorably
discharged from the Army het
week. He received two citations,
In addition to the Purple Heart
medal.
Starts New Feature
For Leader Readers
Jane Eads, Associated Press
Washington correspondent, who
starts a new feature column in
The Leader this week which
should be of wide interest Miss
Eads sees and writes about many
colorful facets of the Capital's
life. It is not women's feature
but has interest for all. Read it
today on Page 9.
Penney Workers
Give Testimonial
City Plans More
Policemen After
Two Shootings
Bryant Oliver Wounded
By Officer Beckner Sat-
urday; Negro Dies
After Fracas
Princeton will probably have
a stronger police force, at least
for Saturday duty, it was decided
at Monday night's session of the
Council when Policeman Alfred
Beckner told City officials his
version of a shooting which took
place in the alley beside Carter's
Restaurant Saturday afternoon
about 4:30 o'clock.
Beckner gave himself up and
pled self defense after shooting
and wounding Bryant Oliver, 25,
recently discharged from the
Navy, in the left arm and chest.
Oliver was taken to a Hopkins-
vine hospital, where his condi-
tion Tuesday was reported to be
good.
The arrest of Oliver came as
result of complaint from the
Capitol Theater, where he was
reported to be drunk and creat-
ing a disturbance. Officer Beck-
ner said Oliver, being taken to
the City lockup, turned and
struck hipi in the face. Beckner
is on $1500 bond and not on duty
as policeman, pending a hearing
in County Court.
Charley Woodridge, 20-year-
old Negro, was shbt in Bootsville
about 11 o'clock Saturday night,
dying of several wounds in his
abdomen about two hours later
while being operated upon by
Dr. Ralph Cash. His assailant,
Elliott McClellon, Negro, surren-
dered at police headquarters and
was lodged in jail.
Reports showed 67 cases dock-
eted in police court during June,
fines and costs totaling $961. An
illegal possession of whiskey
charge drew a $40 fine and a
60-day, jail sentence, and a drun-
ken driving charge drew a fine
of $100 and revocation of the
driver's license. The month's
police court collections totaled$843.
Willard Moore reported recent
activities of the Princeton Hous-
ing Commission and recommend-
ed discontinuance of further ac-
tivity by it which was accepted
by unanimous vote.
Earl Adams presented a pro-
posed cemetery map, to be pre-
pared under the supervision of
Hewlett McDowell, which was
approved.
All councilmen and the mayor
attended the session.
Miss Seth Stephens Is
Honored On Retire-
ment July 1
Honoring Miss Seth Stephens,
who went to work for the J. C.
Penney store here at its opening
13 years ago and who was re-
tired July 1, members of the
store's personnel gave a testi-
monial supper at the home of
Manager H. Merl Drain Monday
night. Miss Stephens received a
gift of matching luggage from
her coworkers.
Present were Mesdames Edna
Lowery, Elizabeth Crowe, Thom-
as McConnell, Tylene Freeman,
Mr. and Mrs. Cleland Carr and
daughter, Irma; Misses Elizabeth
Young and Barbara Nall; Mr.
and Mrs. H. Merl Drain and
daughter, Lou Ann, and Mr. and
Mrs. Al Thomas Page.
Miss Stephens went to Detroit
for an indefinite stay.
Mrs. Dique Eldred and Miss
Prudence Polk will leave Tues-
day for Richard's Landing, St.
Joseph's Island, Out., to spend
the summer months.
Brownina Tells
Of State Progress
Says Princeton Is Fortu-
nate To Be Near Two
Kentucky Parks
Harold A. Browning, commis-
sioner of conservation for Ken-
tucky and president of the Ken-
tucky Press Association, was
guest speaker at Wednesday's
meeting of the Kiwanis Club, ex-
plaining the program of his de-
partment and urging continued
support on the part of all good
citizens of the move to improve
State Parks.
Mr. Browning said Princeton-
ians are especially fortunate in
having Kentucky Lake and Pen-
nyrile State Park so near and
told of plans of his department
to construct lodges and hotels in
six State parks, including the
two nearest here, for accommo-
dation of tourists and persons
seeking recreation.
He said the success his agency
has achieved is due in large
measure to support given him,
Director of Parks Russel Dyche
and others of the Republican ad-
ministration by many Democrats.
56 Lots On Ky. Lake
Sell at $150 To $1125
Knoxville, Tenn. —013)---- The
Tennessee Valley Authority an-
nounced the sale' of 56 lots on
the banks of Kentucky Lake in
Calloway county, Ky.
The lots, ranging from one to
six acres, were sold for cabin
sites, motsly to residents of the
area, but TVA said one ,each wasbought by buyers from Chicago,
Louisville, St. Louis and Detroit.
Prices ranged from $150 to $1,-
125 a lot.
The sale was conducted by
George M. Baker, chief of the
TVA land division.
Miss Harryette Wilkins re-
turned to her home in Little
Rock, Ark. Tuesday after a visit
with her cousin, Mrs. T. J. Sim-
mons and Mr. Simmons, N. Sem-inary street.
•
•
Icrs dustrial workers receive an average in-
, (
come of $2,300, says this agency, whileare! 1
farmers, even under present auspicious
are: ' circumstances, get only an average of
anct only $1,545. The average farm family
in Kentucky had an income of about
---..,
$650, 1940 census, and the average for
Caldwell county farm families was ap-
proximately $900 in 1945.
Many persons are given false impres-
sions of the farmer's financial status by
the fact that prices being paid currently
for farm land are high. We have several
times published warnings, especially in
recent years, about paying too much for
farm land, urging that buyers be sure
they can earn a fair return on such in-
vestment when the war boom has ex-
• 
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Our Farmers Not Getting Rich Pennynle Postscripts
1 Casual readers of any part of the are getting rich are the U. S. Depart-
flood of printed matter which is avail- ment of Agriculture's regularly issued
able to nearly all of us these days are statements showing the increase in land
apt to draw an erroneous conclusion prices as a major item of growing wealth
p 
from statements appearing more fre- on the farm. But actually, almost one-
'. quently of late than ever before . . . to half of the more than 70 percent in-
the effect that farmers are getting rich crease in net worth of farm land since
II in these days of food and feed scarcity. 1940 is merely inventory adjustment on
The facts are otherwise. the basis of present levels ... . and
11, Grain prices will, perforce, remain everybody knows these are not normal.
high for several years, since it will take The present high levels of farm land
Olt, time to replenish normal supplies in a cannot be translated into increased pur-
tif world made destitute by war. Drought chasing power for farmers, for only
I and consequent bad crops will- further those who sell their farms get the in-
retard the process making for normality; creased value and many of these retire
hence, there is no gainsaying that grain from farming, taking this money out of
prices will remain high, by comparison agricultural pursuits, permanently. Thus,
with pre-war years, except those im- their "profit" on the sale of their high
mediately following World War I. priced land will not be used for buying
The oldest and largest farm manage- seed, fertilizer, feed and farm machinery.
ment and appraisal service in the coun- This money may go to California or
try recently issued figures to offset the Florida, Michigan or Vermont; it may
growing idea that farming has at long buy a home in town or city, or go into
last become a high-paying business. In- investment bona.
On the other hand, the purchaser of
the high priced farm land has made an
investment upon which he may never
realize and he may be so in debt as to
be a poor buyer of industrial products,
even his family's actual needs.
In this section, economy always has
been out of joint as far as the farmer,
upon whom we all depend in very large
measure, is concerned. What he sells
never yields in proportion to what he
must pay for machinery, processed feed,
fertilizer and other necessities he must
buy.
We are a long way from establishing
a fair balance between industry and
farming in this country, even with pres-
ent price guarantees and so-called gov-
ernmental benefits to farmers. There is
no basis hereabouts for the idea that
our farmers are getting rich.
Small Business Will Suffer
The well known columnist, Marquis
Childs, writing from Washington the
other day said: "Of the 250 giant cor-
porations, five interest groups control
nearly half of the total manufacturing
capacity concentrated in the bracket.
"There is a lot of fine political talk
about helping small business. Some of
it is sincere. But the cold facts belie
this talk. The trend, accentuated by
the war, is all in the direction of con-
centration.
"Some who talk piously about their
concern for small business are working
actively and directly against the interests
of small business. The OPA is a case
in point. While it is true that in some
instances small business has suffered
under OPA, if Congress knocks out the
controls that remain, it will be small
This is the narration of what befell
a little' Georgia newspaper which sought
*to inform its people what was going on
In their community. The paper is the
Clinch County News, published at Horn-
erville. Its editor is a young man named
Iverson Huxford.
Last winter the News informed the
people that further great purchases of
timberland by corporations were being
made and expressed the fear that this
tendency was contrary to the public in-
terest. Already half of Clinch County's
half million acres of timberlands were
held by three or four non-resident
owners.
The editor implemented his fears with
a citation of the tax records which
showed an amazing condition. Timber-
lands which, he declared, had a market
value of $18 to $25 an acre were re-
turned and accepted for taxation at a
flat rate of $1.50 an acre. Ten years
or so ago the accepted valuation was
$4 an acre.
The condition, Editor Huxford argued
with unanswerable logic, meant two
things: The state was getting a tax re-
venue of only seven and one-half tenths
of one cent an acre, and the tax burden
of the county, was unfairly imposed on
the citizens who were not the holders
of timber acreage.
As result of his exposure and similar
conditions of tax evasion elsewhere in
Georgia through the expedient of ab-
surdly low valuations, state tax aqthori-
ties made an effort to obtain a revision
of assessments which were manifestly
out of line with similar property in
neighboring counties. It is mandatory
by law that there be equalization of
assessments.
GRACRAN M. PEOLEY
EDITOR AND INSOLI•Hzet
ubseriptioa prises: la County, Sfie:
5. 9 çouts a wore. Vesottettedi
K. V. "Teeny" Bryant, back
from his vacation, looks huskier
than ever before, having gained
17 pounds . . . and not, as is
unfortunately the case with
some of us, all in the middle.
* * *
Wouldn't think Preacher Mc-
Gee would stage-manage a talk
at the Kiwanis Club . . . but
somehow of other, Doc. Engel-
hardt turned up with a horse
shoe when the reverened gave
his talk about superstitions.
* * *
John Ed Young says he catches
up on his sleep every Sunday
. . . and then can hardly get
through the week . . . until
Sunday comes again.
* * *
Kentucky has too many auto
accidents, a State official pro-
claimed last week. Yes, because
our cars run faster than we
think..., And in many instances
this ir true when no speed limit
is being broken.
* * *
John Couch, I. C. Railway
agent says he has had tomatoes
in his garden since June 15, and
when he meets Tom Cash, the
latter has to walk on the other
side of the street.
* * *
• And then there was the wo-
man tourist who remarked to
her g.f.: You know Mable, if it
wasn't for the natives, we
could buy all the goods we want.
* * *
Attention is the stuff that
memory is made of and memory
is accumulated genius—Lowell.
I have often remarked that the
difference between success and
failure is "paying attention" and
am glad to *have stumbled upon
Lowell's famous quotation bear-
ing this out.
* * *
After spraying with three
kinds of chemicals to kill weeds
in the yard and driveway our
boys have decided it was wasted
effort . . . the long dry spell
having killed most of the grass.
* * *
Now that Byron Williams has
taken over the fish-catching
honors . . with a specimen so
big it took two men to hold it
up for picture taking, we will
return • to the bass contest . .
if anybody can beat that 8-
pounder William Carey Henry
brought to town. Bring your
snapshots in, fishermen!
* * *
Editor Bennett Roach, of the
Shelby News, has been on an
1800-mile tour of Ontario,
Canada. lie says on this entire
trip the party didn't get within
earshot of a radio. What about
telephones? That would indeed
be emancipation!
* * *
One of the numerous schemes
devised to make easy money in
small towns is that of the out-
side company which sends a
bright young man to town offer-
ing to sell an advertising mat
service. The mats cost two or
three times as much as the
newspaper space and usually are
a needless expense to the ad-
vertiser.
* * *
Patrons of The Leader know
we buy the best advertising
mats we can get . . . the Metro
Newspaper Service. In almost
any individual instance, we can
provide advertisers with up-to-
the-minute illustrations for any
display they may want, covering
all lines of merchandise. A good
many of our local stores receive
special mats from companies
whose goods they sell, especially
designed to fit that need.
* C *
If an advertiser pays $50 for
a mat service, he usually has
invested several times what the
newspaper would charge for the
space and a suitable series of
illustrations. This special adver-
tising mat service, offered be-
cause it is supposed to be more
attractive than that the news-
paper can provide, is expensive
out of all proportion to the in-
vestment in space. Before buy-
ing such a service, see what
your home newspaper has to
offer in the way of illustrations
for ads you may have in mind.
* * *
Pennyriler is deeply apprecia-
tive of congratulatory we.:I
said over telephone and in per-
son starting Sunday when the
daily newspapers carried news
of The Leader's awards in the
annual Kentucky Press Associa-
tion's contests.
* * *
The Leader and Lyon County
Herald have won all the several
contests sponsored by the KPA,
some of them several times; and
in recent years I have felt that
these papers should send in no
more entries. We entered only
about half the contests this
year, believing we ought to step
aside for youngsters just enter-
ing the Fourth Estate.
* * *
But a situation exists here
with which we find it difficult
to cope . . . because, in many
persons' minds "a newspaper is
a newspaper" and all are much
alike, none different or better
The Aasociated Press ozetasivety ontitled to dispatches credited than another. Of course this
  and alsothe local new' published herein.
lrioN , blEmBont NATioNAL loorroauy Assoc/AT/ow isn't the case; and there are some
business that will suffer most.
"In an inflationary spiral the giants
can survive. They have the vast re-
serves of capital to carry them through
the storm. The Senate Committee re-
port shows that by the middle of .1945,
the 63 largest manufacturing corpora-
tions with assets of over $100 million
had increased their net working capital
to nearly $81/2 billion. That was more
than the working capital of all the manu-
facturing corporations in 1939.
"In the boom-to-bust cycle, it is small
corporations that go under. The depres-
sion of 1929-32 proved that once for all.
The giants came out of it with more
economic power than they ever had
before.
"Those who have been moSt clever and
most active in stripping OPA should
pay heed to this."
As result of intervention by state
authoaities, the valuation of timberlands
in Clinch County was raised a few
months ago to $2.05 an acre, which
means the state now will get an annual
tax revenue of 1 cent an acre from land
worth $18 to $25 an acre.
Now with that statement of what has
happened, prepare yourself for the re-
ward conferred on Editor Huxford and
the Clinch County News for their public
service.
The plant of the newspaper has had
its tax assessment raised 400 percent.
Editor Huxford says in his issue of last
week, "The chairman of the tax board
told the News' editor that he believed
in letting those who favored high taxes
pay high taxes."
As to the punishment inflicted on him-
self Editor Huxford says the valuation
imposed is "approximately the full
amount of what the News could obtain
for its equipment at present-day values."
A free and courageous press is one of
democracy's bulwarks, but often it has
to pay heavily for its freedom and its
courage. (Atlanta Journal)
"God Save the King" is the only anthem
that has offiical sanction in Canada, al-
though "The Maple Leaf Forever" is
sometimes called the national anthem.
All bananas, even those eaten locally in
the tropics, are picked green, because they
are not fit to eat if permitted to ripen on
the plants.
The urban state of New York has a
larger farm population than the five rural
states of North and South Dakota, Ne-
braska, Wyoming and Montana combined.
The stingray is related to the shark.
DOROTHY ANN DAVIS
Aovarrniuse MANAOKA
!hate, $3; Out-of
-State, PM; Thanito, it. Resolutions of3 cents sword. Readie notices, 10 cents a lino.
rewards for meritorious effort,
experience and training which
go with production of an ethi-
cal newspaper.
* * *
We try earnestly, diligently
and continuously to produce here
the best newspaper possible
within our own limitations; and
are happy in the good will and
commendatory expressions com-
ing from numerous friends and
patrons in the field we serve.
Thank you.
* * *
Have you ever noticed how
much time is lost trying to ex-
plain things to people who are
not interested?
* * *
Long ago we got over being
thrilled by invitations. The ones
to weddings nearly always cause
more trouble than a summons
from the tax supervisors.
* * *
By saying no you sometimes
lose fair-weather friends; but
until you learn to use that little
word at the right times and
places, the price in consequences
is extremely high.
* * *
Putting U.N. in a gyroscope
factory will inspire the organi-
zation, it is hoped to achieve
the equilibrium which the gyro-
scope was invented to maintain.
—The Boston Globe.
By Howard Dobson
Washington—War halted the
Federal Public Housing Author-
ity (FPHA) low-rent program
with material shortages and the
more pressing need for emer-
gency housing in industrial
areas.
FPHA's subsidiary, the United
States Housing Authority
(USHA), was able to go ahead
and build 53,000 war housing
units with low-rent funds. How-
ever, the' war scrapped immed-
iate hopes for 23,000 more units
in 187 low-rent projects. These
cannot be revived until more
money is provided by the Wag-
ner-Ellender-Taft bill.
This measure has passed the
Senate and is now before a
House committee. Wilson W.
Wyatt, national housing coordi-
nator, supports it as an intrin-
sic part of his broad program
for veterans' housing, because
it would make low-rent homes
available for veterans. About
232,000 veterans, and service-
men's families now are living in
public housing.
Tremendous as is was, FPHA's
war housing didn't move the
government very far along to-
ward answering the great na-
tional question—"Where can I
get a place to live?" -
FPHA says 1,200,000 families
had been forced to double up
by last October. By the end of
this year 3,400,000 more will
need homes. About 2,900,000 of
these latter will be families of
veterans.
That is where Wyatt and his
veterans' program come in to
give home construction a two-
year boost.
He has $400,000,000 to spend
on stimulating the production of
building materials and is author-
ized to guarantee a market for
prefabricated houses. This was
provided by the Patman Housing
Act.
"With the Wyatt program,"
says FPHA Commissioner Philip
M. Klutnick, "we are trying to
telescope into two years a vol-
ume of building that otherwise
would take four or five years."
It is an ambitious plan to get
homes at prices veterans can
afford to pay. It includes the
hope that passage of the Wag-
ner-Ellender-Taft bill, or a simi-
lar one sponsored by Rep. Mc-
Cormack (D-Mass.), will permit
an expanded low-rent program
to march along hand-in-hand
with accelerated private building.
Given the authority and
money proposed in either of
those two bills, FPHA_ could get
started on its plan to build 125,-
000 low-rent units a year for
the next four years. Local hous-
ing authorities already have
Thursday, b y 4, 19
asked for help on Projects
ling 360,000 units to he
over the next three years.The government's double•hatrelied program for privatepublic building is aimed
what Klutznick calls 
"theof good homes and heab
neighborhoods for Asherte
veterans."
He believes the job ofgovernment is cut out for itthis fact:
"A reasonable gap—at leastpercent—is left between theof the low
-Income marketthe lowest Possible thee
group that private enter
can serve. We must recothat public housing is here
stay.
George Washington was dethe only personal request
ever made of Congre
written commission as co
der-in-chief which he we
to keep as a memento.
William Gilbert in BR
the foundation for the discos
of radio when he conceived
the earth as a great mat
with magnetic poles and ail
of force about it.
Fluorescent rugs are on
way—rugs treated with fluor
cent dyes, most of which
from bituminous coal.
Wake island was disc
by the British in 1796.
Scores and scores of smart junior frocks, the ideal garment
the "Coke Crowd."—Popular numbers, everyone . • • SIJG
CAKE STYLES . . . CUTIE PIE STYLES . . . Here's just the gar
• CUTIE PIE STYLES . . . trimmed with eyelet embroidery.
• SUGAR CAKE STYLES.. . fashioned with ruffled hem.
• DARING CLASSIC STYLES . . . in one and two piece effects.
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PRESIDENT SIGNS DRAFT EXTENSION ACT—President Truman signs into law legislation
extending the draft act until next March 31 as selective service officials look on during cere-
mony at White House. Watching are (left to right) Brig. Gen. G. S. Dargusch, deputy direc-
tor; Maj. Gen. Lewis B. Hershey, national director and Col. Louis Renfrow, chief liason and leg-islative officer, (APWirephoto)
News From The Past
News representing lives, hopes, dreams and ambitions of those
who made up the populace of Princeton and Caldwell county ..most40 years ago recorded nowhere but in the yellowed files of
-Week Leader of those years will be published as a regular Leaderfeature. The articles are reproduced just as the Princeton re-
rters, shortly after the turn of the century, wrote them.
4 March 30, 1906. Mrs. Lizzie Saturday afternoon on account of
erry was one of the guests at the illness of his sister, Miss
he euchre party at the New Laura, also sister-in-law, Mrs.
anion Hotel last week given Ferd Wadlington. He was ac-
.y Mrs. J. H. Tonkin and Mrs. companied by Dr. C. J. Pollard.
John L. Grayot. Mrs. Terry was
winner of the second prize—a
andsome hand-painted card
case
April 6, 1906. M. P. Pool, of
Lamasco, passed through the
city Tuesday enroute to Paducah
o visit his sister, Mrs. 1. H.
Gray.
*ApTil 13, 1906. Misses Effie and
ertrude Nichols went to Kutta-
wa Wednesday morning, return-
ng on the noon train. They re-
orted Miss Bessie Martin as
doing a nice milinery business.
April 17, 1906. Dr. J. B. Wad-
ington was called to Otter Pond
Stylas in print and plain toyonsi
rowdy cut with trimmings awl In-
structions for a professional lob.
36 W 9501-2-3 
57
April 17, 1906. Dique Eldred is
in possession of a fine potrait of
his mother, painted by Beven-
augh, of Louisville.
April 17, 1906. Miss May Belle
Lyon, of Eddyville's prettiest
and accomplished young ladies,
arrived in the city for a few
days' visit with her sister, Mrs.
Grace Beeler, at Mrs. Grace
Brown's.
,, May 11, 1906. Mr. Henry Cur-
ry, Miss Ella Jackson, Mr. Al-
bert Stevenson and Miss Otie
Jackson spent Sunday very
pleasantly with friends in La-
masco. They report both a good
time and a fine old-fashioned
dinner.
•. April 17, 1906. Mrs. Grace
Brown, Mrs. Lander, Mrs. Grace
Beeler and Mrs. 0. P. Eldred
spent a pleasant day Thursday
with Mrs. James Wood at her
country home.
April 17, 1906. R. D. Garrett,
National Bank Examiner, arriv-
ed in the city Friday for a few
days stay with his family.
i April 21, 196. Dr. John Jones
and sister, Mrs. Frank Morgan,
left Sunday afternoon for a visit
with relatives at Selma, Ala. and
Pensacola, Fla.
April 21, 1906. Dr. R. Wood
Ogilvie and little daughter, Fran-
ces, returned home yesterday
morning, after a several months'
stay in Florida and Ashville, N.
C. They were met at Louisville
by Dr. Ogilvie, who accompan-
ied them from that city.
Four-H clubs in Jefferson
county have exceeded their goal
by 13 with a membership of 699
boys and 814 girls.
Yes main . . That's the number to call
when you want quick, courteous service!
At Sears, they make it a special point to see
that the customer is just as well pleased
when she orders by phone as when she
comes into the store. It's a real shopping
shortcut for busy housewives!
Doubt* stitchad %arms. button bond
belt and snap button pocket, ere
the features of these cotton shorts.
Wye or ton.
flo, W 1908 
A bright rose splashed pattern on
diamond-quilted cotton chintz.
Choose it in Capron or Dusty Rosa
background. Sams on both sides.
No. 34W 3300 .... 98c yd.
USE SEARS EASY PAYMENT 
PLAN
THE CONVENIENT WAY TO BUY SEARS
ROFRUCK AND (0
By John S. Gardner, College
of Agriculture and Home
Economics
Timely Tips
Potato Troubles—A general
complaint now is about potato
lants "scalding," "dying over
ight." The cause is the disease
lack Scurf whose germs may
come with all seed potatoes, even
ertified, but which the recent
oil, wet weather helped to de-
velop more than usual. A sensi-
le precaution, any year, would
ave been to treat the seed po-
atoes with Semesan Bel or with
corrosive sublimate. Likewise
ave come many reports about
otato leaves drying up one by
one, to kill the plants while the
ubers are still small. This is
the sign of blight, Again, 'the
weather helped, but 3 bi-weekly
sprayings with bordeaux, start-
ing when the plants were 4
'nches tall, would have held the
foliage until the potatoes could
ave made full size.
"Dry weather" Beans—Plant-
ings made until July 15 may
well be of Refugee (Thousand
to One), US Refugee No. .5 or
Shipp's Bush, all adapted to the
hot dry weather that August
brings.
Fall Specials—They are three:
Broccoli, Brussels Sprouts and
Snowball cauliflower. Started on
Brings 21 Errors
Frederick, Md., VP)—The errors
almost Caught up with the total
number of runs made in a base-
ball game between Frederick
and Brunswick high schools.
Frederick finally won, 13-11,
after a seven-inning game last-
ing two hours, during which
time Frederick players erred 11
times, and Brunswick kicked the
ball around 10 times,
hills now, all should mature
nicely. Their main pests are
cabbage worms and cabbage lice,
both controlled by rotenone.
Another "special" might be Wis-
consin All-Seasons cabbage, the
kind that makes good heaj.ls in
gardens where late cabbage cus-
tomarily fails.
Clean UP—The numbers of
late cabbage worms are consid-
erably reduced by refusing
breeding places, pulling the stubs
as early cabbage is being cut,
cleaning up stray remaining rad-
ishes and the leavings from
early kale and mustard. An-
other pest whose later control
is lightened by sanitizing the
garden is the Mexican bean
beetle. As soon as the main
harvesting of a bean row is
over, the plants should be pulled
and burned, as the few strag-
gling pods that might later ma-
ture seldom amount to much.
This, assuming that the beans
were planted by system, to have
new crops coming on continu-
ously.
OPEN 1:00 P.M. FEATURES
1:32 - 3:29 - 5:26 - 7:23 - 9:20
and only four hours
to solve th• myst•ryf
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Added Treats!
---;•"••••-• COMIS IN COLOR
COMMUNITY SING
LATEST NEWS
SATURDAY, JULY 6—OPEN 10 A.M.
Features at 10:15 - 11:54 - 1:33 - 3:12 - 4:51 - 6:30 - 8:00 - 9:30
Added Units!
POPEYE CARTOON—SPORTS PARADE
FINAL CHAPTER! "MONSTER AND THE APE"
U.K. Has All-Time
High Enrolment
A total of 3,464 students, the
largest number ever enrolled in
the history of University of Ken-
tucky summer terms, were regis-
tered Monday, June 23, at the
close of the regular registration
period for the first term of the
1946 summer quarter.
The number exceeded by 2,160
the total enrolled in the 1945 first
summer term, and topped by 1,-
276 the all-time high figure of 2,-
138 in 1940.
The second term of the 1946
summer quarter at the University
of Kentucky Will open July 22
and will continue through August
24. Thursday, July 25 has been
set as the last date upon which
a student may enter an organized
class in the second summer term.
Bring or mail this ad with your name and
address to John Davis & Son, Marble and
Granite Works, Princeton, Ky., and receive com-
plete Farm Accounting Book   Income Tax
Record.
(EXCEPT SATURDAY THEN 10:00 A.M.)
CONTINUOUS SHOWS
Open 1:00 P.M. Features at 1:15 - 3:21 - 5:17 - 7:23 - 9:19
REGINALD GARDINER
Richard GAINES
Stanley PRAGER
Tire '7edgcs€tssf B. S. 911lrf
  
Added Enjoyment! 
"DAFFY DOODLE" "GOLDEN HUNCH"
Comic In Color M-G-M Minature
PARAMOUNT WORLD NEWS
Feature at 1:15 - 3:21 - 5:18 - 1:24 - 921
THE "WOLVES" HOWL 
AND SHE HOWLS BACK!
A Saturday Evening Post
Love Story You'll Love!
Added Joy!
MUSICAL IN COLOR 
—"urrLE WITCH"
PETE SMITH SPORTS QUIZ
WARNERS' HONEY OF A FUNNY'
o an LESLItlioberlACD4foros.,,
Firths
Page Four
Suggests Beef And
lamb For Home Use
Little beef and lamb are used
by farm families, yet both are
delicious if produced from
young, well-finished animals,
Grady Sellards, of the Kentucky
College of Agriculture and Home
Economics, pointed out in a plea
for use of more home-produced
food.
"There is a wide prejudice
against lamb," he said, "many
disliking the tallowy flavor. To
a lesser extent this prejudice
prevails against beef. This dislike
usually stems from the animal
flavor of the product of con-
surned too soon after slaughter,
and improper refrigeration.
"Tallowy flavor in lamb can
be overcome by proper handling,
and cooking with very little of
tbe tallow.
"Both beef and lamb can be
produced largely, if not entire-
ly, on good pasture. Many farm-
ers prefer to finish the animals
on grain. But pasture-produced
beef may be of just as good
quality as the grain-fed product.
"Now is the time to organize
meat rings, each member of
which furnishes a fat beef or
lamb. Thus excellent beef and
lamb can be had throughout the
year by all members. In all
cases facilities for chilling both
lamb and beef and ageing the
Meat for a few days should be
made. If frozen food-locker ser-
vice is available, it will serve
the purpose well. But if not
available, and the weather is
warm, other arrangements
should be made to chill and age
the products."
South American catfish in
time of drought migrate across
dry land in schools to find new
water.
COMMAND PERFORMANCE — In an off-hour performance for
Judge D. R. Shoemaker, sitting- in session at a night club, Sally
Rand (with lattlable) demonstrated her dance routine in San
Francisco. Left to right: Deputy District Attorney Frank Brown,
defense attorney, Jake Ehrlich and the Judge. (AP Wirephoto)
Bermuda Taxes
All Are Indirect
Hamilton, Bermuda —(IP)— A
real property tax bill which
would have imposed the first
direct tax in the colony's history
was thrown out of the House of
Assembly by a 13-9 vote.
Revenue is raised by taxing
imports, with liquor being the
most heavily hit, entertainment,
radios, bicycles, automobiles and
the like.
Parguay achieved independ-
ence in 1811.
since you are a careful driver, in
case of an accident the "other fel-
low" is at fault. We feel that way,
too, but if the jury disagrees it may
cost you plenty. Make sure your
automobile insurance is complete.
If it is not better call
John E. Young, Agent
DEPENDABLE INSURANCE
Phone 96 & 425 Princeton, Ky.
,• •
Dade Park Track
To Open Aug. 3
Dade Park, July 2—This West-
ern Kentucky racing plant is
getting ready for its first full
post-war racing program. When
the bugle called the thorough-
breds to the past for the first
race of the 1945 meeting last
August, Japan was still in the
fight, but before the meeting
was many days old the Nippin-
ese empire had been crushed.
The V-J Day turnout at Dade
Park was the largest in the his-
tory of the track and all pari-
mutuel records were shattered
by the celebrating turf fans.
This summer with the menace
of war pushed aside, racing fans
are• continuing their celebrating
at the various race tracks of the
country. Dade Park plans to
take up in Kentucky where
Churchill Downs left off in the
spring.
A 26-day summer program has
been arranged and plenty of top-
notch horses are assured for the
meeting scheduled to get under
way Saturday, Aug. 3. The sum-
mer program will continue
through Labor Day, Monday,
Sept. 2, with racing every day
except Sunday.
Worm Turns And
Lures Record Catch
Lewistown, Mont —(iP)— It'll
embarras Lewistown's expert fly
fishermen to call attention to
this, but the record catch of the '
season was made by Cilfford
Foreman, 14.
Clifford landed a 28-inch rain-
bow trout weighing six pounds,
eight ounces. His bait: a plain
No Increase
In Prices
our policy of operation on prices. We will
continue to operate on 0.P. A. prices and
will not make one cent increase.
Smith's Furniture
114 E. Main Phone 92
THE PRINCETON LEADER,
Pleasant Grove
By Miss Nola Wilson
The shower that came Sunday
afternoon was very welcome
and we are hoping for more
rain soon.
A lot of dark and burley to-
bacco blooming out. The hay
crop seems to be good.
Rev. Henry Rowland preached
Sunday. Several were present
and Sunday School had .an at-
tendance of 41. Everyladdy is
invited to attend next Sunday
evening at 8 o'clock.
Loyd Aldridge is building a
new barn.
N. I. Teasley, of near Prince-
ton, has been erecting some
buildings for L.•N. Pool.
Otho Storms and James Wil-
son have remodeled a tenant
house on Shellie Wyatt's farm.
Mr. and Mrs. Ratliff Rogers
have had a letter from their
son, First Lieut. R. C. Rogers,
saying he had returned to Paris,
France, from Prague, Czechosla-
vakia, and expected to start for
the U. S. about the 15th of July.
He left the States about July 1,
1945. He enlisted in the Re-
serves Sept., 1942, went to camp
April, 1943, spent some time
at Camp Crowder, Mo., U. of
K., texington, and Fort Mon-
mouth, N. J.
Mr. and Mrs. Edd Gresham
and daughter, Mary Lou, and
Mr. and Mrs. Shellie Wyatt at-
tended a birthday dinner at
Carl Gray's Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Ladd
and sons, Royce and Billie, visit-
ed Miss Nola Wilson Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Teas-
ley and little daughters, Norine
and Carol Sue, of Detroit, Mich.,
are visiting her parents, Mr.
and Mrs. L. W. Rogers.
Mrs. Clark, of Madisonville, is
visiting her daughter, Mrs. Shel-
lie Wyatt.
Mr. and Mrs. Berry Arrin and
children, of near Hopkinsville,
visited Mrs. Amanthas Baker
Sunday.
Mr. Witherspoon, of Murray,
visited his sister, Mrs. Hugh Mc-
Gowan Saturday night.
Mr. and Mrs. Clint Ladd and
Mrs. Zora Wilson recently visited
Mr. and Mrs. Claud Lindsey at
Providence.
Mr. and Mrs. Ratliff Rogers
and daughter, Maurine, visited
Mr. Rogers' aunt, Mrs. Leith-
field, at Providence Sunday af-
ternoon.
Mrs. Rose P'Pool and daugh-
ter, Loisteen; Mrs. Louise Rush-
ing and daughter, Lois Ann, and
Rev. Kirkman, of Herrin, Ill.,
called on Mrs. Zora Wilson and
family and Miss Nola Wilson
one day last week.
Mr. and Mrs. L. W. Rogers en-
tertained a crowd of relatives
Sunday.
Miss Laura Storms, of Prince-
ton, visited her mother, Mrs.
Need" a
LAXATIVE?
Slack-Draught Is
1-Usually prompt
2-Usually thorough
3-Always economical
Jane 11, 1946
Princeton, Kentucky
of dissolution of Wylie & Mc-
Clelland, Incorporated.
Notice is hereby given that
Wylie & McClelland, Incor-
porated, is closing its busi-
ness as a Corporation and
winding up its affairs as such
Corporation, effective June
30, 1946.
F. K. WYLIE, V. P.,
President
Hopkinsville
Agt,
Incorporated
exclusively yours
PRINCETON, KENTUCKY
KNOWS HAMBURGERS —
Jimmy Wadsworth (above),
12, of Miami, Fla., believing
he was overcharged a nickel
on hamburgers, made a trip to
the OPA. He won his case and
got a 65-cent refund on 13
sandwiches. The restaurant
where he made the purchases
was fined $25. (AP Wirephoto)
Ophelia Storms, Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. C. R. Overley
visited Mrs. Amanthas Baker
and son Sunday night
Mrs. Clint Ladd visited Mrs.
Linus Ladd, of Bulah Hill, last
Wednesday.
R. C. Stewart underwent an
appesidectomy at Jennie Stuart
Hospital last week.
Pvt. Elliot Mitchell, who is
stationed- at San Antonio, Tex.,
is visiting his parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Felix Mitchell.
Cieaton Haile, of Fort Knox,
spent last weekend with his wife
and baby.
Mr. and Mrs. Wallace Oden
and children visited her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Desmond Hensley,
Sunday.
Miss Maureen Rogers visited
Mrs. Clint Ladd Monday.
Little Miss Melba Gean P'Pool
has returned from Jennie Stuart
Hospital, where, she underwent
an appendectomy.
Mrs. Clint Ladd and Maurean
Rogers called on Miss. Nola
Wilson Monday afternoon.
In recent years the percentage
of waste in oil wells ha been
cut from about 80 to approxi-
mately 25 percent.
"A bevy of bruisers-101
strong—are reporting to Coach
Paul Bryant and his assistants
these hot summer afternoons to
"try out" for the University of
Kentucky's new, streamlined,
super- -charged, j e t-propelled
1946 football team," says a re-
port from Babe Kimbrough, Lex-
ington Herald sports editor.
Making up the Wildcat roster
are boys who have just been
graduated from high school and
former servicemen who have
never before "trod .the blue-
grass," except for about a dozen
1945 U. K. players and former
players who have returned from
the service.
Annapolis Middie
Maneuvers In Mountains
Denver—OM—Midshipman W.
D. Collins, 19-year-old Annapo-
lis student, came home to Den-
ver on a 30-day leave, traded
his blue uniform for a private's
khaki and trudged off with the
Colorado State Guard on a
three-day bivouac.
Collins explained he had be-
come fond of the doughboy's
field maneuvers while serving
with the guard prior to his An-
napolis appointment and just
wanted to go alone on the hike.
TO BOTH
MEN AND
WOMEN
• We make loans for vacation
expenses to both mite and women,
single and married, in ell kinds of
•mployment. Get the cash you
nond now, and Popov on cony...
niont monthly terms after your va,
cation is over
COME IN OR PHONE
Finance Corp. of Ky.
George A. Pottinger, Mgr.
Prineeton, Kentucky
600 Boys Trained
For State Contest
Six hundred boys in 60 coun-
ties were trained for the 4-H
Club water-management contest
at Junior week at Lexington,
according to Jesse B. Brooks,
University of Kentucky agricul-
tural engineer. They were taught
how to use home-made and com-
mercial levels in staking out
guide lines for contour cultiva-
iotn, terracing, drainage and
farm reservoirs.
Brooks says they staked out
approximately 50 miles of guide
rows, established 71/2 miles of
Thursdcy,July
terraces, staked out 5
open ditces, helped •
struction of 20 milesdams, a d gave 160
tions i the use of
404;
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DAWSON'S DRUG
It's Here . . . .
A brand new
shipment of the
famous
Munsingwear
Your choice ofj
Step-Ins, Slip s,
;
Panties, Briefs —
in silk and rayon.
Included in this shipment are some Munsin.
Hose — Munsingwe..ir is famous for its I
ness and durability.
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This Week the Country finds itself withou
price contsol for the first time in more tha
four years . . . .
A tragic situation is facing the people o
America! Unless Congress reinstates som
form of price control within the next few day:
. . . the danger of disasterous inflation is im
mediately before us!
In order to do our full share to keep price.
down • . • and unti it is clear what actio
Congress will take with reference to 0.P.A:
We pm,. Thai
We will raise no prices whatever on
Merchandise now in stock . . .
We will price all Merchandise receive'
as if O.P.A. were Fully in effect!,
Princeton Retail Merchants
fro
Tt,e
up your d
on sanita
We pick u
Phone No
Our
Paste
guar.
Wien
()odor Says AMA !
,Siand Unfair To
dealth Insurance
„„,,mgton_,,,,_ Dr. Chan-
. 
Frothingham, chairman of
nIng .
the Committee 
for the Nation's
will, contends that the Amer-
. 
Medical Association's oppo-
lig to nhtional health insur
-
ance does not represen
t the sen-
• ents of all 
physicians.
Testifying before the Senate
bor Committee on the 
Admin-
ntration's federal health bill,
thiligham said the Journal of
e American Medical Associa-
on was 
biased and "controlled
the bureaucrats" of the or-
ganization.
"These bureaucrats," he added,
have repeatedly refused to per-
It the publication in their jour-
1 of points of view at variance
ith those of the House of Dele-
gates of the A. M. A.
-Moreover, reports which they
do print about health insurance
eveloPments, for example in
oreign countries, often contain
rtual errors and much bias.
s policy of suppression of the
Lnority opinion has been main-
ined for many years."
Frothinghani added that "free-
om of the "press as Americans
ow it hardly exists in medi-
• e."
A resident of Boston, Froth-
ham said the Committee for
Nation's Health was newly
armed to back a national health
rogram which he contended was
ary to assure adequate
edical attention for everybody.
Gerard Swope, honorary chair-
an .of the committee and for-
e: president of the General
ectric Company, testified that
favored a national health in-
ranee program similar to those
-eady effective in many indus-
'Then," Swope said, "all will
protected and all will pay into
fund for this protection—the
%Alai, the employer and the
•ernment—so no longer will
be true that millions of citi-
are excluded from the ben-
ts of a comprehensive social
utity system which directly
indirectly they are taxed to
tain."
(Continued from front page)
DICKIE LEARNS TO WALK AGAIN—Negotiating the stairs
of his home in Lynn, Mass., with the aid of three-year-old Ada
Wallace, a neighbor, Dickie Landry, three, who lost his legs last
March in a train accident, learns to walk on the artificial legs
bought from a $25,000 fund raised for him. The youthful girl
friend has been teaching Dickie to walk by walking backward
before him and lending him support. (AP Wirephoto)
By Mary E. Prim
(AP Newsfeatures Writer)
Boston—It's pretty tough for
Boy Scouts bedfast with infan-
tile paralysis to do a good turn
every day, but the unique Chil-
dren's Hospital polio ward troop
has invented its own special
crop of unselfish actions.
The five Massachusetts boys,
who recently received their
charter after nearly eight Tenths
as bed patients, proudly wore
Boy Scout scarves over their
pajamas as they discussed good
turns.
"Don't throw gum on the
floor," said George Learned, 14,
of Fitchburg, the troop leader.
Already a life scout, George
has tried to keep his mind off his
illness by working for eagle
scout rank—highest scouting
honor.
The Kentucky Rendering Works will pick
up your dead stock promptly, free of charge and
on sanitary trucks which are disinfected daily.
We pick up horses, cows and hogs. Call
Second class scout Jimmy Wal-
lace, 15, of Winthrop, suggested
as a hospital good turn—"keep
the place neat."
"Try not to cause the nurses
any trouble," contributed red-
headed Sheldon Gardner of
Everett. Going-on-12, Sheldon is
one of two cubs in the troop.
The other cub, 11-year-old
Charles Pundy of Stowe, is most
handicapped of the group. His
legs strapped in a harness sus-
pended from the ceiling, Charles
steadfastly maintains the cheer-
fulness enjoined by scout law.
"I'm getting along swell," he
chuckled, nimble fingers weav-
ing a basket anchored to his
chest. The handiwork will help
qualify him as a tenderfoot scout.
Richard B. Treanor, 14, of Ja-
macia Plain, already in posses-
sion of basketry and first aid
merit badges, has embarked on
a reading project to help earn
second class scout status.
"I've pretty near finished my
twelfth book," Dick reported.
Hospital Director Dr. Charles
F. Branch is scoutmaster of the
bedfast troop, with occupational
therapist Mrs. Robert Bloomer
serving as "den mother" and as-
sistant program director.
The idea of an in-bed, hospital-
ized scout troop was so novel,
Mrs. Bloomer said, that scouting
officials had to scurry around ar-
ranging program substitutions
for the polio patrol.
One compromise was postpone-
ment of the traditional weekly
hikes until the ailing scouts are
back on their feet.
Mrs. Bloomer belped revise an
observation test necessary for
second class scout classification.
She built a series of shop win-
dow replicas, whose contents
scouts examine during a hike
and itemize later.
it at every meal. Your
family will not only enjoy
rich pasteurized milk, but
they will thrive on it. Ar-
range to have a quart or
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Friendship News
By Mrs. W. M. Cartwright
Mr. and Mrs. Dewey Chambliss
and children, Augustine and
Donald, of Chicago, 111,-hay
been visiting Mr. Chambliss'
mother, Mrs. Cordie Berkley and
Mr. Buckley and also other re-
latives of this county and in
Hopkinsville.
Glenn White and sister, Miss
Mary Lou, were in Hopkinsville
shopping one day last week.
Mrs. Allie Hale spent, last
week-end in Hopkinsville visit-
ing her daughter, Mrs. Alvin
Walker.
There has been an epidemic of
bad colds in this community af-
fecting both the old and young.
The two children of Mr. and
Mrs. Otho Storms have been
very sick for the last week.
Uncle Joseph Scott was the
dinner guest of his daughter,
Mrs. Ernest Davis and Mr. Dav-
is Sunday of last week. Uncle
Joe bears the distinction of being
the oldest man in this section
of the county. He attibutes his
long life to hard work, minding
his own business and letting
other peoples' business alone.
Mrs. Sammie,. DeBoe, of De-
troit, Mich., has been here visit-
ing her son, Howard DeBoe and
family.
The. Homemakers Club of
Friednship met last Thursday at
the home of Mrs. Ragon Cum-
mins with 25 members and visit-
ors present.
The farmers have been busy
with various farm jobs for the
last 2 weeks, with some finish-
ing planting corn, others laying
by corn and others taking care
of wheat and hay crops.
Mr. and Mrs. Claude Storms
and little son were guests of
Otho Storms and family Sunday.
Mrs. Myrtle Mitchell, of Crow-
town, has returned to her home
after a week's visit to her broth-
er, Tommie Teear, and other rel-
atives here.
Mr. and Mrs. Clint Adams
have had as their house guest a
few days last week Rev. and
Mrs. Victor H. Schroder and
Mrs. A. J. Bergwitz, all of Evans-
ville, Ind., and their daughter
and husband, Mr. and Mrs. Loyd
Stone and Mrs. Lillie Mitchell, of
Evansville.
Rev. Victor Schroder, of
Evansville, while visiting here
last week-end held religious ser-
vices of his faith in the Friend-
ship School building which was
really it treat to this community
and very much enjoyed. Special
song service by a trio of ladies
was rendered , by Mn. Victor
Neglecting having your
car's radiator cleaned at
least annually can bring
about utmost engine injury.
We REMOVE scale, sedi-
ment, rust with special
equipment. We don't just
"flush". For all radiator
work see the professional
shop.
Iii. 50
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EN ROUTE TO U. S.— Norah Carpenter and her children,
Maureen, Michael and Madeleine, (left to right) survivors of
the quadruplets she bore former Staff Sgt. William Thompson,
of Pittsburgh, Pa., pause in front of Buckingham t'alace, London,
after journey to seek visa at U. S. embassy. (AP Wirephoto by
radio from London) _
Meat Shortage Is
Worse Than War's
(By Associated Press)
A general nation-wide short-
age of meat "worse than at any
time during the war" was re-
ported this week by spokesmen
for the packing industry.
They said there were "no
prospects of the situation im-
proving in the near future."
One asserted that "the con-
sumers' supply of meat in legiti-
mate chanels throughout the na-
tion is lower than at any time
in the country's history."
Scores of packing plants have
drastically curtailed operations
because of inability to purchase
cattle under OPA compliance re-
strictions, they said.
In Chicago, once the largest
meat slaughtering center in the
world, all packers reported
slaughtering less than 4,000 cat-
tle in the first five days this
week, compared to more than
20,000 head the same week last
year.
Portable Vat For Sheep
A portable vat will give BOone
county farmers a sheep dipping
service. Sponsored by the Farm
Bureau it will move down roads
dipping flocks from farm to
farm. Several thousand head will
be dipped.
Schroder, Mrs. A. J. Bergwitz
and Mrs. Loyd Stone. The guitar
was played by Mrs. Stone. A
very large crowd attended.
An urgent invitation is extended
for his return. Rev. Schroder has
just finished a series of meetings
at Bambridge.
The following people of Bain-
bridge attended services here
Saturday night: Mr. and Mrs.
Clyde Hale; Mr. and Mrs. Lor-
man Woosley; Mr. and Mrs. Par-
nell Poindexter, and several
others were present from Chris-
tian county.
Mrs. Louise Ladd and children,
of Cedar Bluff, visited her sis-
ter, Mrs. Stanley McGowan last
week.
Miss Minnie Lee Cook, of
Princeton, spent the week-end
here with her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Omer Cook.
Will Your Boy Be Ready
for His Opportunities?
Youth of today. Tomorrow's Builders, will meet many
opportunities for success in life. But these chances will
be worthless unless they have the training and character
to make use of them.
You can help to assure your eon's preparation for his
chosen career by starting now to build his financial secu-
rity. By investing only a small sum each month in a
Woodmen Educational Endowment or Success Builder We
insurance certificate, you can build a fund to finance his
college or vocational training.
From age 8 until he is 18 and graduates into the adult
Woodmen Camp, he also can benefit greatly from the
character-building fraternal and social activities of Boys
of Woo icrcdt.
A special Woodmen istvenile membership campaign is now
under suoy. Ask the local Woodmen representative to tell you
today about Boys of Woodcraft and the Woodmen Juvenile
We insurance certifscaw that meets the needs of your boy.
WOODMEN WORLD
Life Insurance Society
OMAHA. NEBRASKA
001 ASSETS EXCEED 11113.000 000
Harold Watson, District Representative,
(AP Newsfeaturee)
Denver — Relax, war wives.
Exposure to radar waves won't
leave your GI sterile, balding or
anti-social.
Capt. Meyer Berke of Lowry
Field gave sterility tests to 30
enlisted men who handle aircraft
radar. He found them all per-
fectly normal.
Reports rose during the war
that radar waves would produce
all sorts of ill effects on humans.
One woman complained her
husband had nightmares after
exposure to the waves.
Another, whose hubby wrote
that he had to climb over radar
antennae to make repairs, said
his photograph showed clearly
"he is becoming as bald as an
admiral."
Scientists took no stock in
Wide-Awake Golfer
South Bend, Ind., (A') — Dick
Whiting, Notre Dame golfer
from Detroit, won the Indiana
collegiate golf crown after only
two hours' sleep, Whiting mot-
ored nearly all night to reach
Terre Haute, Ind. He posted a
73-75-148 to win the title.
Cautious
Providence, R. I,—(/P)--Just 49
men passed a civil service ex-
amination for motor vehicle in.
spector, but they're holding onto
their present jobs—if they hay
any. For there is not a single
vacancy for the post,
these notions but air force sur-
geons at Duke University made
some experiments on guinea pigs,
anyway, which seemed to thrive
on their diet of electrons.
Berke went a step farther by
using men in the tests.
Pepsi-Cola Company, Long Island City, N.
Bottler: Pepsi Cola Hopkinsville Bottling Company
City taxes for 1946 are due July 1. If
paid by July 20, a discount of 2 percent will
be allowed. Unpaid taxes after November 1,
1946, are subject to a 10 percent penalty and
interest charges. Upkeep charges on cemetery
lots are due, also special assessments for WPA
streets are receivable. Water accounts become
due the first of each month, and are subject to
a 10 percent penalty after the 18th of the month.
All parties concerned please take notice
and 
•
act accordingly.
White spots on furniture,
caused by water, hot dishes or
alcohol, may be removed by rub-
bing with camphorated oil or
oil of peppermint.
C. L. Bryan of McCracken
county purchased four head of
registered Herefords at the Uni-
versity of Illinois.
PRINCETON LUMBER CO.
Phone 260
Authorized Representative et
Ohio Valle Termlnix C ellen
A limited number of
BENDIX machines ar e
Get on our list for early
delivery. For informa-
tion about the satisfac-
tion of BENDIX ask any
il)age Six
. tiie Theodore Larkins, Sr.
'I II 4 't Funeral services for Theodore
1 1 Larkins, Sr., who died at the
home of his son, Theodore,
Thorndale, Tex., were held
4! .,1June 18, at the Salty Methodist
•;.1 Church there, with the Rev.
ii i, • ' ici' 1 Eugene Hotchenson in charge.
Born in Trigg county in 1884,
Mr. Larkins was a carpenter,ti 1
4,', and had made his home in1
' '; IF ;11) Princeton the last 35 years.
•;!'' 41,I Survivors are four sons, Mal-
r 1 !Ili colm G., Loomis, Calif.; Sam,
i 
'
Glendale, Calif.; Herman, Hous-l'th. sO'l
t 
A.4 
! ton, Tex., and Theodore, Jr.,
' Thorndale, Tex.; two sisters,
• Mrs. Eliza P. Hyde and Mrs.
r` Mallie Ladd of Princeton. Sev-
eral grandchildren also survive.
His wife and two daughters pre-
ceded him in death.
Burial was in Salty Cemetery,
Thorndale, Tex.
1.
lwi :ft
! Kermit Munsev
' Funeral services for Kermit
Munsey, taxi driver, 20, who
' • died at the home of his sister,
arelprsr, Mrs. Layman Pinnegar, here
a • Friday, were held Sunday after-
'tiri'
noon at 2:30 o'clock at the First
Baptist Church, with the Rev.
— H. G. M. Hatter officiating, as-
sisted by the Rev. 0. M. Shultz.
• Survivors are his sister and a
He had been ill only a few days.
: brother, Otho,. , Lee, also of
Princeton,— `
„ Darla was in Cedar Hill
Cemetery.
1
,
Man Alive
Reveals Naked Truth
Sidney, Mont.—(19)—Teodulo
Esquada didn't mean to cause
A any trouble but—swimming with,• other Mexican sugar beet work-
1 
6e.%.,Eri ers, he crossed the swift Yellow-
" stone River to an island where
I I he stopped to rest. He rested so
I long that when he swam back
to shore he found a large group
looking for his body.
Teodulo was nude; so he hid
in the bushes until the searchers
ij departed, taking his clothes. He
II had to make his way 10 miles
I! along the stream before he found
il a rancher who lent him a suit so
he could go to town and call off
the hunt for his body.
In 1944 the nation had 412,851
producing oil wells.
At The Churches
THE OGDEN MEMORIAL
METHODIST CHURCH
J. Lester McGee, minister
Church School 9:45 cm.
Morning Worship 10:55 a.m.
Sermon by Dr. Walter I. Mun-
day
Union Youth Fellowship ser-
vice at Central Presbyterian
Church 6:30
Union Evening service at Cen-
tral Presbyterian Church 7:30.
Preacher—Rev. Tom W .Collins.
Our Fourth Quarterly Confer-
ence will be held at 1:30 p.m,'
Sunday.
Mid-week Service Wednesday
7:30 p.m. The Pastor will
preach.
FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Tom W. Collins, pastor
Sunday begins a new quarter's
work as well as the beginning
of the new church year. All
records for the Year Book will
be sent in after the annual
church business meeting, which
is to be held in July. Let us re-
solve to make aur good record
better by doing our best during
the new year. Attend all ser-
vices this Sunday! Visitors al-
ways welcome, members ex-
pected!
FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
H. G. M. Hatter, Pastor
9:45 a.m. Sunday School
11:50 a.m. Marning Service
6:45 p.m. Training Union
7:30 Evening Warship
CUMBERLAND
PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
J. P. Bright, minister
Sunday School each Sunday at
9:45 A. M. Mr. Robt. Coleman,
supt.
Morning Worship each Sun-
day at 11 A. M.
Young People's meeting at
6:38 P. M.
Evening Worship at 7:30 P. M.
Mid-Week Service, Wednesday,
7:30 P. M.
OTTER POND BAPTIST
S. Orvis Wyatt, Pastor.
Sunday School every Sunday
at 10:00 A.M.
Preaching Services at 11:00
A.M. and 8:00 P.M. on second
Sundays, at 11:00 KM. on Sat-
urdays before fourth Sundays,
and at 11:00 A.M. on fourth Sun-
days.
Hail Insurance!
Insure your tobacco against hail. The cost
is only a trifle.
See or call the
117W. Main St. Princeton, Ky.
CREATION
The famous George Petty Girls magnificently repro-
'duced in original colors on fine white laid writing
paper—enhanced with a pencilled telephone wire
around the border. Artistically packaged.
LADIES' SIZE GENTLEMEN'S SIZE
24 sheets 8'x 10' 24 sheets 7'4' x 101/2'
24 envelopes 41/4'x 51,k' 24 envelopes 4'x 7W
10000 DRUG STORE
•
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OPA EMPLOYES HEAR PORTER — Employes of OPA, which lost its legal status, lounge in
their chairs in Washington, D. C., as they hear Administrator Paul Porter (extreme left) urge
them to remain "at battle stations" even though the future of. their jobs remains in doubt. (AP
VVirephoto)
Stanfill Spurns
Memorial To FDR
Late President Praised
For Seeing And Pre-
paring For War
Washington —(IF)— President
Turman and members of Con-
gress paid tribute to the memory
of Franklin D. Roosevelt Mon-
day, but even the brief and sol-
emn memorial services were not
free from polital overtones.
As the Chief Executive and
members of the two houses
gathered in the House chamber
for the point memorial session,
five Republican members point-
edly remained in their Senate
seats on the opposite side of the
Capitol.
The two houses convened in
their respective chambers. Then
the Senate arose shortly before
noon to march to the House
chamber but Senator Books
(Ill.), Hawkes (N.J.), Robertson
(Wyo.), Moore (Okla.), and
Stanfill (Ky.) held their seats
and watched the others file out.
The only speaker was Ambas-
sador John Gilbert Winant,
United States representative on
the Economic and Social Coun-
cil of the United Nations, who
told the audience from the
THE CENTRAL
PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
Donal Wilmoth, minister
9:45 Church School.
10:45 Morning Worship. Topic:
"Hearing the Word."
6:00 p.m. Westminster Fellow-
ship.
CRIDER CUMBERLAND
PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
Preaching services at 11:00, by
th2 pastor.
Christian Endeavor at 6:15 p.m.
Preaching services at 7:00 p.m.
by the pastor.
"The Relief Retonga Brought
Me Was A Happy Revela-
tion," Declares Mrs. Webb.
Anytbing 
I De Fin6 Agi
"Thanks to Retonga I can eat
anything now and I have re-
four pounds I lost while suffer-
gained twenty of the twenty-
ing from nervous indigestion,"
gratefully declares Mrs. Fred
Webb, respected housewife of
Evansville, Tenn. Discussing her
experience, she gratefully stated:
"Nervious indigestion kept
me feeling so upset it was ins-
possible to get refreshing sleep.
I couldn't eat much and what r
did eat apparently gave me
little nurishment. I lost weight
and felt distressingly weakened.
My elimination was sluggish and
I lived in dread of becoming an
addict to the harsh laxatives I
had to take. My arms and shoul-
der muscles ached and I suffer-
ed terrible gas pains in my sto-
madh after almost every meal.
I couldn't help worrying.
"Retonga promptly brought
me glorious relief. Within a few
days I no longer 'needed strong
By Edward S. Kitch
AP New aaaaa urea)
Chicago—University of Chica-
go housing specialists, conducting
a' series of talks on "Tomorrow's
Homes," flash a caution sign for
prospective house builders.
They suggest that if your sit-
uation allows you to wait for as
much as a year-and-a-half then
don't enter the housing market.
It's much too rugged for comfort.
The market today is one of
"desperation" prices, says Charles
G. Wright, construction analyst
for the Bureau of Labor Statis-
tics, who was one of the speakers.
He offers a yarkstick for compar-
ative construction costs.
Cites Land Costs
A common ratio between cost
of land and the cost of building
is one to five, he says. For the
$6,000 house, improved land
would cost approximately $1,000.
For his more up-to-date brother
—the $12,000 house — It would
cost $2,600.
Wright bases the cost of build-
flower and palm banked speak-
er's rostrum that the late presi-
dent was brave, steadfast, and a
man wAo "saw the facts and
faced them."
With President Truman and
Mrs. Franklin Roosevelt sitting
directly in front of him, Winant
declared:
"Even in the brief perspective
of a year we have learned how
well he saw the facts of danger
to his country . . .
"He carried the distasteful bur-
den of an unpopular awakening
and brought the people, not of
his own country only, but of the
democratic world, to see their
danger while yet there was time
—how little time—to save them-
selves and save the world they
lived in."
Mrs. Fred Webb
laxatives. Muscular aches an
relievectand I now sleep sound
ly. My appetite is fine and fo
seems to digest well for I hay
regained twenty pounds. Th
relief Retonga brought me wa
centainly a happy revelation."
Retanga is intended to reliev
distress dUe to insufficient flo
of digestive juices in the sto-
mach, loss of appetite, Vitaxnfr
B-1 deficiency and constipation
There is only one Retonga; ac
cept no substitute. Retonga ma
be obtained at Dawson's Drug
Store. —Adv.
PHONOGRAPHS
For
Immediate Delivery
Shrewsbury's Radio Shop
Over Eldred's Hardware Phone 423-J
ing on the amoupt of cubic feet
of living space. A conventional
frame house including full base-
ment, and ranging between 12
and 20 thousand cubic feet, will
cost at today's best prices, about
50 cents pet' cubic foot to build.
If brick construction is used, in-
cluding fireplace, bay windows,
two tile baths, the cost will in-
crease to 75 or 0 cents per cubic
foot. Added to this is the cost of
the land and mortgage expenses.
How much should I pay? A
common rule has been that one
should not pay more than twice
his annual income, he said. Some
say two and one-half times. But
Wright thinks a more accurate
estimate is to see to it that the
part of one's monthly payment
which represents interest. Mort-
gage insurance, taxes and house
insurance does not exceed 20
percent of your take-home pay.
The total payment should not ex-
ceed a fourth of take-home
Prefabricated Outlook
How about the prefabricated
house? A study by the Bureau of
Labor Statistics on prefabricated
war housing indicated a 10 per-
cent overall man-hour saving by
this method, Wright said. But
its chief obstacles are building
codes, possible opposition by
building trades, contractors and
material suppliers, and obtaining
public acceptance of dry wall in-
teriors in place of plastered walls.
"By waiting, you won't be like-
ly to get lower construction
costs," he said. "But you'll have
the advantage of knowing in ad-
vance what is to go into your
house, and what it will cost.
You'll have the chance of getting
contractors to bid against each
other instead of having to get
down on your knees and beg one
to take your job."
•
Control For Worms
Mixing sodium fluoride with
feed has been found a simple
and effective remedy for remov-
ing roundworms in hogs, accord-
ing the the Kentucky College
of Agriculture and Home Eco-
nomics. Pigs are fed for one day
on a mixture of one part .by
weight of sodium fluoride and
99 parts of dry ground feed.
tion, but moves were under wa
in both houses to restore rent
controls.
A rising clamor for emergen-
cy state legislation was heard
some sectors, especially where
rents shot up sharply.
Most disturbing to hold-the
line adherents were marke
trends such as $20 hogs at India-
napolis—highest in 27 years, th
first $2 wheat since 1925 at Chi-
cago and an all time $22 big
for cattle compared to last week'
118 OPA ceiling.
 
*. Such increases would be re
fleeted almost immediately in th
retail price of meat and flou
under normal conditions, ec
nomists said.
Similar advances were score
in wool and .cotton futures, cer-
tain to be transferred in increas
ed clothing prices if the tren
continues.
The first reports of increase
following the OPA's Sunday
midnight demise came in rents
and milk.
Fresh beef was up 5 to 1
cents a pound in Chicago.
Fresh fruits and vegetables
some of them early and out-of
season, registered slight gains a
scattered points—Portland, Ore.,
Boston, Columbus, 0., Washing-
ton, D. C., among others.
Restaurant prices were steady
except in a few cases where
fancy items heretofore forbidden
by OPA ceilings reappeared on
menus for those with that kind
of appetite.
Reports of recent increases
ranging from 15 percent to 300
percent—the latter case in Flor-
ida resort areas—were wide-
spread.
In Connecticut, New York,
New Jersey and Ohio state of-
ficials heard demands for state
legislation to curb the rising
trend.
New York already had its
own rent control program as
well as the District of Columbia.
In Massechusetts OPA rent ceil-
ings were held through an emer-
gency order from Gov. Maurice
Tobin.
Acting Governor Ha ydon
Proctor of New Jersey and Gov.
Chauncey Sparks of Alabama
took similar action Monday
night, freezing rents at the OPA
level.
Leading department stores
throughout the country adhered
to OPA ceilings, announcing
they would continue to do so
until Congress had time to act.
Sears, Roebuck and Company,
one of the nation's largest mer-
chandizing firms, said "Sears
policy will be to retain price
at established ceilings."
In housing materials and use
cars there was not enough ac
tivity to establish any trend.
Newark, N. J., a 10 percent hik
in lumber prices was reporte
at one lumber yard, In Chicago
a used car dealer was reporte
asking $1,800 for a car listed a
$1,500 under OPA ceilings.
Reports of reduced prices
ONLY
CATALINA
—figure loveliness
—eye-catching zoom
—durability
—color combinations
featured in
—VOGUE
—HARPERS BAZA
—MADEMOISELLE
—SEVENTEEN
—CHARM
—JUNIOR BAZAAR
styled in California
for
STARS OF HOLLYWOOD
MISS AMERICA
exclusively yours
wicarson
(Incorporated)
Holding Price Line
(Continue from front page)
Rents advanced 15 to 331/2 per
cent in many places and soared
out of sight in a few in the first
24 hours of freedom from 4,
year-old federal ceilings.
Prospects for early congres-
sional action to restore some
system of price control remained
dim. The House voted Monday the current campaign for safety
a 20-day stopgap resurrection o
-
by members of the Kentucky
OPA but Senate leadership de Highway Patrol have been found
cided to seek long-range legisla- defective, according to a report
filed with J. Stephen Watkins,
commissioner of the Department
of Highways. The report covers
four weeks of the campaign
period.
"In making this check, drivers
found to have defective brakes,
horns, windshield wipers, head-
lights, tires, rear lights or any
other accident promoting defect
are directed to have prompt re-
pairs made," Mr. Watkins said.
"Arrests are not made; this is a
campaign to prevent rapid in-
crease in traffic accidents. It is
our firm conviction that adjust-
ments mai), promptly on de-
fective, equipment will pay divi-
dends in fewer accidents."
In the report of the cars
checked, 606 had defective
brakes; 330 had no horn; 341
had no windshield wiper; 531
3,000 State Cars
Are Found Unsafe
Kentucky Highway Safety
Campaign Seeks To
Reduce Accidents
Frankofrt, July 2—Three thous-
and of the 19,000 automobiles
and trucks checked,thus far in
rents were not at all rare. A
Milwaukee, Wis., men's store cut
prices five percent. So did a
New York delicatessen.
The price of oranges declined
from $6 a crate to $4 in Balti-
more. A Boston fruit dealer
lowered the price of peaches
and bananas.
Thursday, July 4, 1946
Tops 23 Million
Warsaw, (IF) 
—A new ceasus
shows Poland to have a pop 4.
tion of 23,022,334. Lodz is Ike
biggest city, with 996,000 innabl.
tants. Warsaw has 476,900 Cra.cow 300,000 and Poznan 268,000,
Poland's pre-war popniatkil
was 35,100,000.
Out of the total popidat*
16,210,000 people are peasanu,
and 7,412,000 live in to ell
cities. A total of 5,012,000 no,
inhabit Poland's new westerl
territories.
had no headlights or a defeety:beam causing glare; 204 had up,.
safe tires; 634 had no rear light,439 had defective steering,
atructed glass, rear view A'lz.dow and mirrors.
The drivers contacted are
checked and given a 
"self-ez•
amining" folder with 10 riLtee
tions to be answered by th
driver for his own informattz,
It he checks all 10 of them, t4,
query is: "Are you really taa;
good?" If 8 of the 10 are check.
ed, he is told, ''Good driving
We need more of you."
You Never Cleaned Your
ENTAL PLATES
So Easily mo
Kt.... no, wag, her.
Jul ',gushing. Jest pet ntie
piers. tor Avid', IN II ON
of Nome, Add a hide Si,.
colorations. &vitae odor Anapeeer y„,
teeth sparkle like nes. Ask p.p.
today for Kleenitt.
KLEENITE the Brushiess Way
Get KLEENITE todal at %ad
Drug Company and all geed
druggists.
Famine Points:
I. Committee opens Headquarters in the office of R. R
Cummins — over Wood Drug Company store.
2. Suggestions for saving foods invited.
3. Money contributions for Famine Relief solicited.
Signed
Famine Relief Committee
For Caldwell County.
in cooperation with
SERVICE CAB LINE
We will pick-up and deliver any package in
the city of Princeton or outlying territories at our
regular rates.
Merchants, take advantage of this service,
as we are equipped to make your deliveries
cheaper than you can maintain a delivery service!
We advertise and give 24-hour service.
Phone 338-J
IT PAYS TO INVEST IN
AT BUDGET-WISE PRICES
The moment you touch the luxurious softness of these
warm plaid pair blankets, you'll want to invest in 
several
for next fell Part wool, part imported cotton, 72"x84",in
pastel background plaids, bound in lustrous rayon satin.
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Apple Wood
A board of pine cuts neat and
clean as cheese,
A board of maple takes a lovely
glow.
A
 
board of apple, no.
An apple tree upon a windy hill
Cantankerously balks at growing
tall.
Turns and twists to suit its own
sweet will.
Cut and hauled to town, it gives
no peace,
icing folks to superstitious
awe,
hrieking like a banshee in the
saw.
'ot then does its resistance
cease—
carpenter won't touch it If he's
w,ise,
ccusing him out of its knotty
eyes.
n apple tree's no good for any-
thing
ut holding nests for songbirds
while they sing,
r tempting boys to stealing in
the fall,
: laying glory on a hill in
spring.
—Bianca Bradbury
hitsett — Crozier:
Mr. and Mrs. E. A. Whitsett,
pie Avenue, announce the
iage of their daughter,
udrey, to Mr. Johnny L.
rozier, son of Mr. John L
rozier, Gary, Ind., June 15, at
opkinsville. The double ring
remony was used. Mr. and
Vernon Berkley were the
endants.
The bride wore an aqua blue
pe dress with black se-
cries.
Mr. Crozier recently returned
3 years' overseas duty.
The couple is at home in Gary.
To remove hard water scale
'ts from the bottoms of por-
enamel double boilers,
il together 1 quart of water
th 1 teaspoon of salt and the
ce of vz lemon, 1 teaspoon
or 1 tablespoon vinegar for
few minutes and it will disap-
Miscellaneous Shower
Mesdames Charles McLin andLouis Litchfield were co
-hostes-ses at a miscellaneous showerTuesday night at 7:30 o'clock atthe home of Mrs. McLin, Locuststreet, in honor of Mrs. JerryAdams, the former Mary Quisen-berry.
Present were Mesdames JohnLoftus, Sr., C. F. Cherry, RumseyTaylor, John Couch, Grace Pep-per, Burhl Hollowell, J. B. Les-ter, Ed McLin, Hazel Dobbins,Mallie Pollard, Buddy Satter-field, C. Griffin, Major Quisen-berry, W. C. Haydon, MitchellRowland; Misses Maude Quis-
enberry, P a t sy Quisenberry,Mary Loftus, Gwen Booker, AnnQuisenberry, Lucille Couch.
Out-of-town guests wereMisses Ruth Griggs, MargaretShelton, Mary Salyers, and MaryMilliken, all of Morganfield;Mrs. J. C. Arnold, Madisonville,
and Mrs. J. 0. Shelton, Pontiac,Mich.
Persons sending gifts were
Mesdames Mary Pickens, ErnestStorms, Jimmy Mitchell, EugeneBooker, May Morris, BlanchePickering, Arloff Walker, Dud-ley Smith, Lillie F. Murphy, Ho-
mer Brown, Henry Towery, GuySatterfield, Curtis Sigler, BarneyJones, Gordon Glenn, Denny
McConnell, Urey Nichols, Hillery
Barnett, Berdie Moore, MaryStone; Misses Helen Hollowell,
Elaine Morris, Ruby Hollowell,Galena Rose Satterfield, Nannie
Holt, Mary Ruth Lowery and
Lucy Quisenberry.
The hostesses served i c e
cream and cake, following the
presentation of gifts.
Bridge For Visitor
Mrs. James McCaslin enter-
tained with a bridge party at her
home on West Main street Tues-
day afternoon at 2:30 o'clock in
honor of her sister-in-law, Mrs.
Earl Smith, Kirkwood, Mo., who
is visiting the McCaslin family.
Present were Mesdames J. L.
Hayes, C. H. Jaggerz, Willard
Moore, Conway Lacey, Raymond
Shultz, Stanley Sharp, Thomas
Lacey, W. E. McCaslin, Jim Wal-
Soft, gentle and whispering allure—our newly-
arrived collection of sheer, romantic summer
blouses. Wear the dainty ones with your crisp
cotton skirts and pinafores . . . the tailored
blouses with your slacks and pedal-pushers. Gay,
bright and right for a wonderful, fashionable
VICTORY SMILE—The usual sober-faced Louise Suggs, ofLithia Spring, Ga., breaks into a smile as she holds her trophyafter winning the Women's Western Open Golf tourney at DesMoines, Ia. The fighting Georgian scared up from behind on thelast six greens to whip former champion Patty Berg of Minnea-polis, two up in their 36-hole, rain drenched match. (AP Wire-photo)
ker, Jimmy Landis and the
honoree.
First prize was won by Mrs.
W. E. McCaslin, and low prize
was won by Mrs. J. L. Hayes,
Mrs. Smith received the guest
prize. •
The hostess served fruit punch
during the games and ice cream
and cake was served later.
WOW Circle
State Manager of The Supreme
Forest Woodmen Circle, Mrs.
Lois Waterfield, met with mem-
bers of Grove 150 Monday night
at a banquet at the Princeton
Hotel.
Mrs. Waterfield expessed de-
sire of the organization for or-
ganization of a sorority for
young women in this grove.
Miss Jeanette Tally sang two
songs, with Miss Nell Perkins at
the piano.
Attending were Mayme Lee
Hurt, district manager, Lewis-
burg; Erma Moore Myers, State
secretary, Russellville; Mrs. Jes-
sie Hauston, National Chaplain
and State Director of Lodge ac-
tivities, Murray; Martha Carter,
District Manager, Murray; Mr.
Zelna Carter, Superintendent
Murray city schools; Lois Water-
field, State Manager, Murray;
Mrs. Hazel Ring, Kitty Querter-
mous, Ruth Paris, Carelt on
Blackburn, all of Fredonia;
Patsy French, Ruth Perkins,
Dorothy Martin, Rebecca Watson,
Jeanette Tally, Mary Milste ad,
Nell Perkins, Evelyn Frances
Davis, Galena Rose Satterfield,
Strawberries Bring
Logan Woman $3,300
Starting out four years ago
with a quarter-acre of Blake-
more strawberries, Mrs. Rosa
Fugate, Negro widow in Logan
county, this season took in $3,-
300 above expenses form a four-
acre patch, according to Ben-
net K. Brown, Negro county
agent.
The first year her quarter-
acre brought her around $350.
Then Mr. Brown encouraged her
to expand her patch to an acre
and a half. Applying fertilizer
and using good care, Mrs. Fu-
gate cleared about $1,250.
The third year she had two
and a half acres of strawberries,
but unfavorable weather and dis-
ease cut her income to about$400. Then Brown encouraged
her to grow four acres, includ-
ing a quarter-acre of Tennessee
Skippers.
The Tennessee Skippers did
so much better than the Blake-
mores that Mrs. Fugate is plan-
ning to grow no other kind, ac-
cording to Agent Brown.
Bacon should be kept in the
refrigerator and closely wrapped
to delay rancidity and keep
freshness longer.
You can saute food by frying
quickly and lightly in a small
amount of fat so that it is slight-
ly browned but not crusty.
Marlin Ray, Florene Jones, Rosa-
lie Ray, Virginia Wood, Jessie
Spickard, Ruth French.
...ond oh how crisp and dapper
looking! White buck with brown
calf trim...H1-heeler also in black-
and-white or blue-and-white. Soon
In Vogue and Harper's Bazaar.
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Cook and
children, of Bowling Green,
were recent guests of Mr. and
Mrs. L. A. Walker and other
relaties.
Mr. and Mrs. James Keeney
have returned from a wedding
trip to Daytona Beach and other
points in Florida. They also
visited his sister, Mrs. McCul-
lough, at New Symyrna Beach.
Mrs. Henry Keeney and daugh-
ters, Clemma Joyce and Bonnie
Lou, have returned from Talla-
hassee, Fla., where they visited
her mother, Mrs. G. W. Boynton.
Clemma Joyce also visited her
sister, Mrs. C. E. McCullough,
at New Symyrna Beach.
Miss Martha Ann Mitchell,
Bardstown, is visiting her grand-
parents, Mr. and Mrs. H. C. Mc-
Connell, Route 3.
Dique Eldred and Frank 0.
Wood are spending this week at
Mont Eagle, Tenn.
Edwin and Billy Nichols ac-
companied their mother, Mrs.
Fred Nichols, to Vanderbilt Hos-
pital, Nashville, one day last
week, where she underwent
treatment. L. P. Hopper also
went with them for a physical
check-up.
S4wiss Suzanne Sparks leftshville via plane Tuesday for. Petersburg, Fla., where sheis visiting friends.
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Litchfield
and children, of Frankfort, are
visiting her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Major Quisenberry, Wash-ington street.
Mr. and Mrs. H. Merle Drain
and daughter, Lou Ann, left
Tuesday for Pana, Ill, for a
week's vacation iasith relatives.
Jerry Adams, student at Uni-
versity of Louisville, spent sev-
eral days here last week with
his wife, the former MaryQuisenberry.
Mrs. Betsy Gary Hobgood
spent last week-end with her
family in Hopkinsville.
Mrs. C. B. Johnston and Mrs.
H. H. Wallace and son, Bradley,
of Memphis, Tenn., spent last
weekend with Mr. and Mrs.
Willie Wyatt, Dripping Springs.
Miss Barbara Wilson will re-
turn to her home in Denver,
Colo, next week, accompanied
by Miss Ruby Wilson. She has
been visiting her grandparents,
Mr. and Mrs. Claude Wilson
and Mrs. R. M. Pool.
Mrs. Labe Hogan and sons,
Jerry and Bobby, have returned
home after a two-weeks' visit in
Detroit, Mich. with relatives.
While there they attended the
graduation exercises of her
nephew, Raleigh Gresham, one
of the youngest to graduate in
Western's 95th graduation ex-
ercises. Raleigh is the youngest
son of Mr. and Mrs. Young
Gresham and grandson of Mrs.
Flora A. Gresham, Eddyville
Road.
•—• Miss Katharine Garrett and
Mrs. John Ed Young spent Wed-
nesday in rfopkinsville.
Mrs. Floyd Stone and grand-
daughter, Phyllis, of Detroit,
are spending two weeks in
Evelyn Katherine Stanton,
25-year-old car hop wearing
her waitress uniform, tearfully
leaves Federal court in De-
troit, Mich., after pleading gdil-
ty to all six counts of an in-
dirtment charging her with
defrauding a series of mail
order suitors. (AP Wirephoto)
Princeton with her father,
brother and sisters. They re-
turned home Wednesday.
Misses Katherine Kevil, Louise
Kevil, Barbara Nell Cummins
and Mesdames Sophine Davis
and Virginia McLean left Mon-
day for a week's vacation at
Pennyrile Forest Park, near
Dawson Springs.
Mrs. Earl Smith and daughter,
Ann, Kirkwood, Mo., are visit-
ing her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
E. M. McCaslin, West Main
street.
41/Irs. May Blades and Mrs.
ffenry Towery were guests of
Mr. and Mrs. 0. M. Shultz, Jr.,
in Louisville last week.
Mrs. R. B. Ratliff, Louisville,
is visiting relatives here this
week.
Hermon Wolf, Pekin, rn., re-
turned home after spending the
week with his mother, Mrs. Sal-
ly Wolf, Hopkinsville Road.
Rev. J. W. Hanson, Salem, was
a visitor in Princeton Tuesday.
Mr. and Mrs. Leo Walker and
family have moved in their new
The Leader
Congratulates
Mr. and Mrs. Paul West, Fre-
donia, on the birth of a daughter,
June 28, at Marion Hospital.
She has been named Julina Kay.
• • yr
Mr. and Mrs. Garner Patrick
Jones, Route I, on the birth of a
daughter, Jewell Ann, June 26.
If cellar walls and pipes be-
come moist during the summer,
air the cellar out on cool nights
or whenever the air outdoors is
cooler than in the cellar. On
days when the outdoor air is
warmer k,eep the cellar closed.
To pan broil means to cook in
hot, uncovered, lightly greased
frying pan. As fat accumulates,
it is poured off.
home on Hopkinsville Road.
Mrs. Eugene Seaton, Paducah,
is visiting her daughter, Mrs.
George 0. Eldred and family,
N. Seminary street.
Mr. and Mrs. Marshall Polk,
Nashville, Tenn., and Mrs. W. F.
McGowan, Leesburg, Va., spent
Monday with Mr. and Mrs. Dique
Eldred and family.
Cinderella's Slipper
Will Give You A Fit
Rockland, Mass.—VP)—A
ern Cinderella's glass slip
has been developed—not
help romance but to aid in
ting youngsters properly wi
everyday leather shoes.
Devised by Dr. Joseph
veld, chairman of the Na
Foot Health Council, the tr
parent and flexible vinylite sh
will show the correct fit aro=
the heel, under the arch, ow
the instep, at the little toe, at
toes and beyond their end.
method is applicable to men an
women also.
Montannas Rattled,
Seeing Snakes In City
Miles City, Mont—MI—Rat-1
tlesnakes on the plains are acJ
cepted as an unavoidable evil,
but since they've been coming tc
town the Miles City Star has
been bombarded with letters de-
manding a city bounty on them.
In one day, a couple has halted
on a stroll by a six-rattle snake
barring their way along a side-
walk, and children playing in a
yard found a baby rattler.
SENTIMENTAL SUBJECT
with a practical side
A diamond is usually purchased for • sentimen-
tal reason—to symbolise an Engagement. The
selection of that diamond is an extremely prac-
tical matter, which really comes down to this:
To get the at:trout in value for your money, deal
only with a jeweler whose reputation for quality
and square dealing you can depend oa.
JEWELERS
Use our Divided Payment Plan Payments
low as $1.25 per week.
Lowly afternoon sheer with
new cap sleeves and dainty open
work scrolls on yoke and
weettline ending in a soft.
flattering boo .. A
Martha Manning Original
designed with pleated.
front sirlft fullness for youthful.
Awning lin, Yolek
Bamberg rayon Omer, white
print on Black. Grey. Coral
es Blue ground. Is -111uskon-
Itaif liZt1 i4 w 20'4.
$1295
"Princeton's Finest Dept. Store"
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it
itYacationers Draw Warnings
rom Tragic Hotel Fires
By David G. Bareuther time to
 consider other escape.
(AP Newsfeatures Wr(ter) W. E. 
Mallalieu, general man-
3 New York—The Lasalle Hotel ager of the 
National Board of
irire in Chicago, followed in coal; Fire 
Underwriters, reports that
our days by the Hotel Canfield fires a
re causing an average of
lisaster at Dubuque, Ia., both at 27 d
eaths every day in the year
e beginning of a record vaca- and t
hat the rate is increasing.
;ion season in which hotels Heurg
es vacationers to prepare
roughout the country are themse
lves for fire emergencies
booked to capacity, point up with
 at least as much considera-
e terror of panic in public; tion a
s they give to their travel
places. fo
lders. "Preparedness prevents
One of the most tragic aspects excite
ment," he adds.
•, )f the Chicago fire was the num- Th
e number of resort hotels
f' ber of persons killed in leaps and tourist 
houses that are
from windows despite firemen's woo
den structures makes this ad-
touted warnings that they were vice 
all the more pertinent.
safe in their rooms. Other vie- 
Almost every traveler, at one
..i1Jtims were found to have rushed
 time or another, has occupied a
‘ 
alit into smoke-filleikt, super- ro
om where 'the only means of
't1Jheated hal
lways Wheib* they 'Secondary escape
 has  been a
th, perished. knott
ed rope hanging near a rad-
The National Board of Fire iator. 
Evjerience has shown that
Underwriters, reporting that only
 an athlete can use such a
i ' panic takes more lives than act- devi
ce with safety. Even more
..ial flames,1 warns that one haza
rdous are sheets and blan-
Preath of lethal heated air can kets
 tied together. Safety en-
Kill long before flames reach gine
ers point out that the aver-
'I( a victim, age 
person, especially women
Awakened at night by the and ch
ildren, cannot be expected
1 ; 
1 
ismelluu  
has
 o f as umaotkue, h v
natural 
It 
impulse 
pa u lesrea ge pt u ruesrh- toi n g  
themselves
 accomplish  t   he or jf euamt poif wh gl o er-
;on 
  
safe-
to the door of his room and open ly 
from windows.
it to see what is happening. If a 
After studies of recent hotel
fire has attained much headway fire
s the engineers said that if '
• the hall can be charged with air man
y of the victims had re-
Is hot as 800 to 1,000 degrees. main
ed in their rooms with the
This explosive air can rush doors 
closed and had leaned out
, 11; into a room and instantly ignite 
-of the window for fresh air, they
everything in its path, including 'would
 have been saved.
If a hallway is filled with
smoke, but not with impassable
heated fumes, tie a wet towel
over your mouth and nose and
crawl along on your hands and
knees. Smoke is less dense near
the floor. However, a handker-
chief is not a gas mask and the
American Red Cross reports that
many have perished in fires be-
cause of the mistaken belief that
it is.
Danger of carbon monoxide
poisoning lurks in every fire.
. 4' ...,4,t
,
I
See ::,
tor:
• Tri,
1 . Co
4 Gil .
4 Ne.
Flexibt:
Two
or fr
one'sclothing.
The first act of a vacationer,
of other sleeper caught by fire,
should be to feel the top part of
a door panel. If it is hot, or if
the doorknob feels hot, don't at-
tempt to open the. door.
If the door does not feel hot,
brace your foot against the bot-
tom and open it very slightly.
, Hold your hand over the crack
and keep your face turned away.
If you feel a rush of air or any
sense of pressure,. close the door
41 quickly. It takes several min-
utes for any door to burn
• through and you will have
Tegucigalpa is the capital of
Honduras.
In the Democratic Primary for Uni
ted States Senator
on Saturday, August 3, 1946
VOTE FOR
BLAKEY HELM
He offers a conetructice legislative progr
am.
Ile volunteered to serve in two World Wa
rs.
Let's .let him to serve in the Senate!
HEADQUARTERS,
631 West Jeffer•oa St: 
TFLEP1IONZ.
1.mie,•131. A, Ky. 
CLAY 2363
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FLYING WING TAKES OFF—The Arm
y's-unconventional Flying Wing bomb
er, built by
Northrop Aircraft corp., and known as the
 XB-35, takes off on its maiden flight
 at Hawthorne,
Calif. The plane landed 44 minutes late
r at the Army test base at Muroc, Calif., 85 
miles away.
(AP Wirephoto)
New Philippine Republics
Patterned After The U.S.
By John R. Ward
(AP News Features)
Manila—Torn but tempered
by history's toughest war, the
Philippine Commonwealth be-
comes a republic July 4 with a
government patterned closely af-
ter that of its political parents,
the United States.
Except for broadened execu-
tive powers, aSked by President
Manuel A. Boxes in his recent
message to Congress, and reor-
ganization of the executive
branch, the transition to inde-
pendence brings no departure
from govermental procedures
established in 1935.
The president asked for and
probably will get expanded pow-
ers to cope with the Philippines'
two most pressing problems—re-
construction and economic re-
habilitation.
Of the pair, reconstruction of
devastated Manila and other
war-wrecked cities is a relative-
ly simple matter of money and
materials. But the archipelago's
spiraling prices, agrarian un-
economic ills, as reflected by
rest and widespread banditry,
offer the real challenge to the
new-born republic.
Independence Day in the hot,
sprawling islands heralds a new
era in the Orient, whose multi-
lingual millions elsewhere have
been insistently demanding self-
determination and a start on the
road to the four freedoms.
The unprecedented grant of in-
dependence to 17,000,000 Fili-
pinos is viewed as deeply signi-
ficant. Many observers say that
• •
 / • • .• 
• • •
•
•
•
•
NOTIC
kfAkg.
•
TAX
PAYER
TAX COMMISSIONER'S OFFICE OPEN
JULY1, FOR BENEFIT OF TAXPAYERS
It shall be the duty of the Taxpayers to appear at the T
ax
Commissioner's Office. Taxpayers are governed by the 
following
law, according to the Kentucky Statute, Section 132.220:
"It shall be the duty of all persons owning or having any in
-
terest in taxable property in Caldwell County to appear befo
re the
Tax Commissioner between July 1 and September 1, 1946, and
 have
same listed."
Mrs. S. J. Larkins
Tax Commissioner Caldwell County
•
•
this part of the world will be
in self-rule made in the Philip-
influenced strongly by progress
pines.
The republic has a firm dem-
ocratic foundation whose specific
outlines were drawn by the
Tydings-McDuffle Act signed by
the late President Roosevelt
March 24, 1934, and accepted by
t h e commonwealth congress
May 1.
The act provided for a dual in-
strument consisting of a perma-
nent constitution and an ordi-
na....e governing relations be-
tween the United States and the
Commonwealth for a period of
ten years frdltn November 15,
1935.
The ordinance was ratified by
the Philippine eletocrate, wo-
men included, in a national
plebiscite. A constitutional con-
vention adopted a document
similar to the U. S. constitution,
but which placed broader pow-
ers in the hands of the executive
and contained revisions to con-
form with the provisional gov-
ernment system.
T h e constitution originally
provided for one six-year presi-
dential term and a unicameral
assembly. This was amended in
1940 to limit the terms of the
president and vice president to
four years and to provide for
one immediate reelection. The
bicameral legislative system was
restored, with a membership of
24 senators, elected at large and
120 representatives elected from
districts. Representative govern-
ment was resurned June 9, 1945,
while the last remnants of the
Japanese army were being pur-
sued.
Powers of the president in-
clude control over provinces and
municipalities, conscription of la-
bor and property and power to
regulate wages, rents and por-
perty. The executive branch has
of which constitute the presi-
nine departments, the secretaries
dent's cabinet—as in the United
States.
Topping the judiciary is the
Philippine Supreme Court, con-
sisting of a chief justice and six
associates appointed by the pres-
ident. The court must have a
two-thirds majority to declare a
law unconstitutional, as distin-
guished from 5-4 decisions in the
U. S. There are justices of peace
for about 1,200 municipalities,
which comprise nine judicial -Hs-
tricts. Each district has several
judges of first instance (three
in Manila) and these courts
correspond to U. S. district
courts. Above these is the 15-
judge court of appeals.
Suffrage is enjoyed by all
Filipino citizens 21 years of age
or older who can read or write
English, Spanish or one of the
native dialects. There are 84 dia-
lects, of which about eight are
in wide usage. Literacy was
about 48 percent prior to the
Japanese invasion.
There are more than 3,000,000
registered voters. Spontaneous
rallies and colorful banners
stretched from service poles
Look Folks
I will have July 8
For Auction
At
Princeton Stock Yards
35 Angus Cattle
Cows and Calves,
1 Herd Bull
W. H. Poole
give political campaigns in the
Philippines the appearance of
those in Mexico.
The archipelago is comprised
of 7,082 islands and inlets, but
only 462 have an area of one
square mile or more. Of these,
only 11 are major islands. Here
are situated the commonwealth's
48 provinces, each governed by
an elected provincial governor
and a provincial board. Each
municipality has a mayor and a
council of eight or morealder-
men elected by popular vote.
Education is free and coeduca-
tional on the basis of the com-
mon language — English, the
teaching of which was compul-
sory under commonwealth status.
About 5,000,000 persons speak
English.
An amendment to the Tydings-
McDuffle act — the so-called
Property bill — authorizes 13
United States agencies to con-
tinue to do business in the is-
lands and would grant Ameri-
cans equal rights as to property
and business in the islands after
independence. Proponents ex-
plain that these measures are
necessary to aid the republic in
its development—with U. S.
agencies primarily acting as
training schools for Filipino
technicials and administrators.
Herefords pastured 25 miles
from the New Mexico atom bomb
experiment turned grey over-
night.
Switch plates, door knobs and
knockers can be protected from
finger marks by coating with
colorless nail polish.
'Grand Ruins'
U. S. Boy's
View Of Berlin
By Richard Kasischke
(AP News Features) 
e.
Berlin—Jimmy was polishin
g
off a chocolate sundae, 
as good
as any he could get back 
home,
when I dropped into a 
chair
beside him at the ice crea
m bar
in the U. S. Army's Berl
in Dis-
trict Headquarters.
He was the first American 
kid
I'd seen around headq
uarters,
where most everybody's in 
uni-
form. We fell to chatting 
and
Jimmy, who's 11 and the son 
of
Capt. B. M. Bradin, comma
nd-
ing officer of the lfilst Engin
eer
Utilities Detachment here, st
art-
ed to give me an American 
boy's-
eye-view of Berlin.
Jimmy has been here about
10 days, having come over wit
h
his mother and 18-year-old si
s-
ter, Imogene Ann, from South
ern
Pines, N. C., to join Dad.
How did he like Berlin?
"Okay, okay," said Jimmy. "I
got into four fights the first day.
Somebody pulled me off the last
guy."
Was he lonesome or homesick?
"No," said Jimmy. "I haven't
found many American kids to
play with yet but I played
around with the German kids
and go sightseeing with Dad
when he's not busy."
Dad is a pretty busy man. He's
in charge of reconstruction of
houses for American soldiers' de-
pendents. But he has found
time to take Jimmy and the rest
of the family on several sight-
seeing trips into the battered
heart of the city.
"These are grand ruins," said
Jimmy afterwards.
Capt. Bradin said Jimmy
"seems to be happy here and
C. A. Woodall
Insurance Agency
Established
1907
"Not For A Day, But
For All Time."
We Stay and Pay
"When you buy insur-
ance from this Agency,
you are bringing secur-
ity home.
Army To TeD Gr Wives
How To Treat Germans
Frankfurt, Germany — (A') —
American soldiers' wives 
and
children in Germany will 
be
put through an oriention 
lecture
program "to combat c
urrent
German propaganda and 
false
thinking," the U. S. Army an
-
nounced.
They .will be warned aga
inst
the Germans' "fawning, 'f
riend-
ly' attitudes" and be urged 
not
to develop false sympathy
 be-
cause the Germans look 
clean
and healthy, the Army sa
id.
American youngsters in Ger-
many will be told "they ar
e
ambassadors of democracy . . .
and by their example can do
much to refute Nazi yout
h
doctrines."
An ordinary sneeze travels
two or three feet.
adapting himself" and so did the
rest of the family.
Daughter Imogene Ann, nick-
named Jane, is going to study
art and music. One of her chief
preoccupations at present, said
the father, "seems to be collect-
ing second lieutenants.'
Thursday, July 4, 1946
Food Will Fall Like
Manna From Heaven
Colorado Mountain Club will re-
ceive food byofpwathraicehuiatip4c. f ootot
Denver—(111—Mernbers of the
p
dsultrehi
their peak-climbing expethium
liga
tripU slvh ei twrh000uufltdsuppliesreq Cortez.u i  re
psthisceaoalkne 
peaks 
umimnga mrnoyteuhrpe 
inaccessible Sa
.
food parachute every other day
from a plane piloted by Roland
Miguel Mountains will get a
by
ylaborate as.
rangerMnts for horseback sup.
ply camps.
*11
Win. M. YOUNG
Allis-Chalmers
Dealer
Fredonia, Ky.
Li,:,.,. "On•
Irsam's Opt.-
sea" seals Lisa
S•rge•. Every
Meaday Mire.
ins. ellaerse•• A
Breade•st•ag
C11., 1045 A.
E. S. T. Ii
BRAN c'
t% )f
Not just non-drying
..this wonderful super.
fatted soap actually softena
'your skin, smoothes it, helps it
paintain the oil balance it needs
far that velvety look and feel.
Thot's because It's so extra
rich in lanolin, the oils that
act so like the natural oils of your
side. 3 cokes for 500,
Wood Drug Store
Ilweeiser• se i 'gabfest,
•••••• yeast.. •41,11 515,5
VINO • 1.• • pay.. WKS
Wen *TeX,. et .11,15..1
GOOD STOKER COAL
If you want a good No. 6 Stoker Coal
CALL US
We know that we have coal that is equal to the best that c
an be found any
where in this section.
We would like to have as many of our stoker customers to ha
ve this as possible.
We know it will save both of us on service calls this wint
er.
We will adjust your stoker where this coal is used without charge.
OPA Ceiling Prices
Domestic Oil treated delivered to your basement.
$6.02 per ton
If it is necessary to have a man in the basement to move a portion
 of the coal
the balance may be thrown in, 25¢ per ton extra.
If taken from the car by your own truck and help
$5.25 per ton
Industrial prepaid stoker coal delivered to your la-casement
$5.72 per ton
If man has to go in basement to move coal where
per ton extra.
If taken from the car by your own help and truck
$4.95 per ton
SO
more can be thrown in, 25¢
The above prices do not include the retroactive wage increase.
 When this In
crease is determined you will be invoiced separately for
 this increase.
B. N. LUSBY CO.
132 E. Main St. Phone 88
Princeton, K y
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Financial Report of
Princeton
City Schools
Princeton, Kentucky
July 1, 1945 to June MI, 1946
Expenditures
Mrs. J. D. Alexander _ -$1080.08
Mrs. Lucille Armstrong 1334.94
Mrs. Carter Adams ____ 957.68
Mrs. Hillery Barnett 1288.94
Robert Lee Beck  1349.42
Mrs. H. W. Blades, Jr. 1127.19
K. V. Bryant 
 2026.87
Evelyn Clift 
 1245.74
Mrs. Paul Cunningham _ 1146.02
Mrs. Charles Curry 1261.42
Russell Goodaker 
 1968.70
Pamelia Gordon 
 1356.80
Audie Green 
 1324.99
Thelma Harvill 
 137.66
Rebekah Henderson 1404.14
Virginia Hodge 
 1393.34
C. A. Horn  2867.85
Mrs.•Edwin Jacob 
 1216.70
Eloise Jones 
 1387.68
Gladys Knott 
 1418.54
Mrs. Henry Lester   1288.94
Mrs. Charles McGough _ 1152.14
1393.34Beulah Mullins 
1288.94Eliza Nall  •  
Martha Shultz 
 1418.547
A. D. Smith 
 702.82
Mrs. McKee Thompson _ 1418.54
Mrs. Mary Magurean
Tufford 
 494.18
Mrs. J. L. Walker 1324.40
H. J. Watson 
 2457.97
F. Leo Walker 
 375.00
N. E. Fralick 
 1080.00
Grover Baker 
 402.50
E. R. Hampton 
 
 1691.92
Lula Hampton 
 995.54
Gera line Johnson 
 1135.94
China Lou Jones 
 1225.94
Juanita McNary 
 1225.94
Janet Thomas 
 603.30
Henry Beckner 
 240.00
Chester Lee 
 467.15
Mrs. Frank Craig 
 787.89
Mrs. H. J. Watson 
__ 1073.70
Mrs. W. H. Solley ____ 38.00
Mrs. W. D. Armstrong _ 120.00
Mrs. Cooper Crider 
__ 74.25
Mts. C. H. Jaggers 
 2.50
Mrs. Henry Talley ____ 942.76
Edna Hunter 
 20.00
Jewell Forbes 
 4.00
Mrs. Josephine Cantrell
Moore 
 125.50
Mrs. Percy Pruett 
 30e.54
Mrs. J. Lester McGee 10.00
Nashville Products Co. _ 403.45
Central School Supply
Co. 
 189.44
A. C. McClurg & Co.   398.13
Mark Cunningham 
 167.22
Beckley-Cardy Co.  
 56.96
Belknap Hardware Co.__35.45
Frank B. Blackburn  
 154.25
William Blakley 
 7.00
Euen Farmer 
 615.90
C. P. Campbell 
 8.30
Caldwell County Times 102.70
Caldwell County Health
Department 
 100.00
Albert Cartwright  
 15.00
LaNeave & Son 
 9.50
Gulf Refining Co. 35.40
Huntington Laboratories 
Co. 
 45.09
Joiner Hardware Co.   180.92
McConnell Electric Co. _ 1113.20
Mitchell Brothers Plumb-
ing Co. 
 312.10
Encyclopedia Britannica_ 10.00
West Kentucky Gas Co. 179.44
VC-
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ATOM BOMB B AST SPIRALS SMOKE SKYWARD AT BIKINI - A huge cloud mushrooms up-
ward over Bikini atoll a few seconds after the atom bomb blast in the Pacific Sunday afternoon.
This photo was made by Associated Press Photographer Jack Rice, still picture pool representa-tive, from the sky bridge of the flagship, U. S. S. Mt. McKinley, and radiod to San Francisco overjoint army-navy task force radiophoto circuit. (AP Wirephoto)
Southern Bell Telephone
Co. 
 131.4
Kentucky Utilities Co. _ 522.0
Princeton Leader 
 77.95
Princeton Lumber Co. _ 572.29
Model Publishing Co. .22
Sinking Fund 
 
3140.00
Puritan Chemical Co.   4.53
John Ed Young's Insur-
ance Agency., 
 
794.53
Roy Parrish 
 
1437.35
L. B. Piercy 
 48.50
R9nell Spickard 
 18.00
Kentucky Associatiorl
''. Colleges & Sec. Sch.i• 2.00
t! A. Woodall Insurance
Agency 
 
54.72
Ray Baker Insurance
Agency 
 
76.6
C. J. White Insurance
Agency 
 
59.90
Clean-A-Pipe Tool Co..... 13.00
Henry A. Petter Supply
Co. 
 
98.4
Gane Brothers & Lane
Co. 
 
18.3
Southern Association
Col. & Sec. Sch.  10.00
ALL WOOL BLANKETS
Treasures of Cold Weather infection
Five pounds of warm, cozy, cold weather
protection-in a colorful, decorative jacquard
weave, Soft pastel blankets, 72" x fW', with
whipped ends to prevent raveling. Thi.y're
treated for moth resistance too-with 5 yr.
moth damage guarantee!
PAY LITTLE-By-LITTLE-ON LAY-AWAYI
City Clerk 
National Literary League
Eldred Hardware Co.  
C. A. Bramlett 
Cedar Bluff Stone Co.  
Koltinsky's Grocery
Red Front Store No. 34
Red Front Store No. 51
Princeton Cream & But-
ter Co. 
Cummins Ins. Agency  
Merchant's Service Line
Mitchell Implement Co.
Remington Rand & Co.
•rinceton Colored School
Corporatltm 
raham Paper Co. 
George Smith
Mrs. John Loftus Jr.  
urroughs Adding Ma-
chine Co. 
ress J. Blackburn
. N. Lusby • 
World Book Co. 
iller-Bryant-Pierce Co.
ammond & Stephens
Co. 
harlie Tandy 
ri-State School Supply
Co. 
aylord Brothers Co.  
van Brandon 
rs. Earl Adams 
cott Herron 
Carrie Va. Harris  
Mrs. Ora Cantrell 
John E. Sims 
Standard Printing Co.  
Gregg Publishing Co.  
amby's Electric Co.  
neral High School
Fund 
Wood Insurance Agency
Harper & Brothers Co.
Mrs. B. W. Giannini
234.00 Jacrea-Smith Co. 
74.65 A. J. Nystrum & Co.  
86.13 Seaphus Wimberduff
16.26 Ed. Edwards 
54.38 American Council on
2043.43 Education 
1073.48 Jimmie Lee 
428.92 First National Bank 
Ratliff Hardware Co.  
1008.33 The Macmillian Book Co.
50.56 The Paducah Iron Co.
32.17 Rev. Ted Hightower
7.75 Rev. J. N. Tinsley
10.40 Dr. J. H Young 
Dude Crider
2911.28 Collegiate Cap & Gown
70.80 Co. 
57.75 H. W. Wilson & Co.  
132.96 Wheeler Publishing Co.
Princeton Laundry
7.05 Charles K. O'Connell
75.00 7. W. Myers 
272.53 Toledo Scales Co. 
10.24 TOTAL DISBURSED
7.00 1945-46 
 
$75,823.91
Receipts
88.85 City Board of Education,
2.00 Princeton, Ky.
1945-46 School Year
.71 Balance on hand July
3.65 1, 1945 $ 4,096.43
355-99 Per Capita 
 25,175.24
11.00 Vocational Education _ 2,223.33
80.00 Property Tax 
 30,287.30
641-05 Bank Shares 
 863.71
5330 Franchise 
 7,578.61
3100 Poll Tax 1,184.40
155•00 Tuition 
 
2,333.40
2-31 National Defense  
 1,013.38
9-35 School Lunch Program 3,941.31
Princeton Country Club 56.00
Caldwell County Board
of Education 
 
1,000.00
Leona Trader 
 43.00
American Legion 
 12.00
400.00
70.10
3.42
16.00
COME IN NOW
FOR YOUR
COOKER
PRESTO it the only
pressure saucepan
with the patented
HOMEC Seal.
9/Usa Cooking
SAVES up to 75% cook.
Mg time ... SAVES pre-
cious vitamins and minerals
SAVES natural food fla•
von and colon ...SAVES rtion•y
by saving fuel.
Phiine 321
1.80
137.98
157.86
7.42
2.00
112.80
3.00
72.24
2.31
22.06
35.00
10.00
10.00
•15.00
155.15
13.50
2.78
25.00
1.00
75.00
22.30
4 07 Sal
$125°
(Wertorn lone
$72.93)
By Jane Eads
Washington--A new food fac-
tor has been. found by nutrition
workers and food ' chemists. It
is still a puzzle to them, so it is
called "nutrient X."
The U. S. Department of Ag-
riculture, not wishing to go too
far out on a limb about nutrient
X, says it "appears to have the
properties of a vitamin and ap-
parently plays an important
part in the "palatability of
foods."
Scientists de-
fine "palatabili-
ty" this way;
,something that
depends not
only on the
taste of , food
but also on the
or t e ood and
on what the
body will do to
the food-"if itJane Eads
is eaten. '
The Bureau of Dairy Indus-
try says it has found X in sev-
eral milk products and in other
foods and feeds-lettuce, egg
Junior Chamber of
Commerce 
 
2.00
Mark Cunningham 20.66
Total Received
1945-46 $79,824.77
Balance on hand July
1st., 1946 $ 4,000.86
Bank Balance July 1,
1946 $ 4,000.86
Outstanding checks July
1, 1946 
 
None
SINKING FUND STATEMENT
Balance on hand July
1, 1945 $ A35.42
From Property Tax  i,l40.00
Total Received 
 
3,275.42
Expended 
 
1,860.00
Balance, July 1, 1946  $ 1,415.42
I, J. W. Myers, Treasurer of
the Princeton City Board of
Education certify that the above
is the amount received and dis-
bursed, leaving a balance of
$4,000.86 on June 30, 1946.
J. W. MYERS, Treasurer
I, Dixie Lois Jacob, do certify
that the Princeton City Board
of Education has on deposit on
June 30, 1946 at the First Na-
tional Bank the sum of $4,000.86.
FIRST NATIONAL BANK
DIXIE LOIS JACOB,
Assistant Cashier
Subscribed and sworn to be-
fore me a Notary Public in and
for the County and State afore-
said by J. W. Myers and Dixie
Lois Jacob, this the 1st day of
July, 1946.
HELEN WELLS, N.P.
My commission expires July
14, 1949.
yolk, beef and pork mus 'le,
bluegrass, alfalfa and timo hy
hay.
•The X in the diet, according
to the Agricultural Research
Administration, is so essential
that experimenters have found
this: That while rats on a diet
relatively high in protein us-
ually died if X was lacking,
they lived to be 85 percent of
normal on the same diet when
it had X in it.
The Department of Agricul-
ture says that efforts are being
made to identify and isolate in
pure form the substance or sub-
stances that constitute X and
"thus add it to the 'known'
nutrients and get it out of the
Athknown' classification.
• • •
After issuing federal charters
over the past 155 years to such
institutions as an inebriate asy-
lem, an aerial telegraph com-
•
NATIONAL
LIFE AND
ACCIDENT
101,1.0.1 44111,
pany, a literary society, a target-
shooting association and a girls'
reform school, Congress has de-
cided it is time to work out a
policy on the subject.
The Senate has passed and is , o y p
a building program b
istry of External Ter
model native villag
$385,000 is to be built
first of a aerie!.
ArwitgrIPIl
Grounds are adultery,
desertion and five yea
tary separation.
The judge, who is o
month visit to t
States to observe leg
ure, has yet to visit
vada, the nation's
cized divorce mill.
• • •
Mrs. Herbert M.
housekeeper for Halle
emperor of Ethopia,
with her husband. He
a Seventh-day Adve
School in Addis Abab
She says there wasn
in the palace when a
in in 1941. She just
awaiting House action on a bill
which limit federal charters to
non-profit corporations operated
for charitable, educational, pat-
riotic and civic reform pur-
poses .
• • •
Judge Jao del Nero of Sao
Paulo, Brazil, says the rapidity
with which Washington courts
can dissolve a marriage is breath-
taking. There is no divorce in
Brazil.
"It is easier to get an absolute
divorce here," he says, "than it
is to obtain a legal separation
in Brazil."
A couple can get a divorce
SALEM
F. JONES
AGENT
Phone 412-J
Henrietta Apts.
aBOX 102 PRINCETON . round until she fo
in the finest Italian
Pacific Housing
Sydney, Australi
Moresby, New ouin
point in General
'tic is 
camper 
be a ke 
in the South
•••
RAISE PRICES! NO
We Are REDUCING Our
WALLPAPER
We have received another shipment of "WESCOTE
FADEPROOF WALLPAPER" and will give 10% dis-
count on purchases as long as this stock lasts.
Buy now and take advantage of this 'SUPER SAVING'
in the face of advancing prices.
Western Auto
Associate Store
Home-Owned and Operated by
JOE P. WILCOX
PHONE 212 PRINCETON
• a • • • • • . • fa A. • /doll ___ __ -
FINKEL'
Is continuing to sell
meTchandise at former
OPA ceiling prices
and will resist to our utmost any cost increases
so that we may CONTINUE to sell at present
prices as long as it is possible.
FAIR STORE
•
ears ago William Hol-
0 : neighbor, stopped at
1
'• . and asked me to go
for a little walk down
I 't to show you some-
' ie said. And he did.
l'i .:••, ;(it tall grass that was
,long a roadside fence-
'f,dging out into the best
..
'horn field on the farm.
1 I lrJohnson grass," Hollo-
',;. ''"'• , ued. "It will ' ruin
for corn if you don't
I it."
p. some of the grass,
cry ,root, burning it
d dried. But that me-
,
ved too much work,
s, hired men were Ii-
(save roots. We killed
,inps with burnt tractor
salt on a few spots.
it under control for
of years.
. learned from a New
r with a large farm
. Virginia, that the
to destroy Johnson
to sprinkle it with
ate, one pound of
to a gallon of water.
assured me one drop
tion would kill a
every time Johnson
s on our diggings
it with the poison.
.' the two Henderson
I have been warn-
against the Johnson
,.
cc ever since I dis-
' on our place. A few
something about it.
them have not. The
can't get excited over
arance on their farms
clumps of tall grass
Is harmless. I have told
4 out farms being ruined
! • counties in Kentucky.
1 shown some of themfertile land that is next
i Mess because the grass
•I.iad all over it.
t 
ne-man crusade against
Johnson grass even got to the
ears of Agriculture Department
agents. I tried to get our loc
Farm Bureau to take some kind
of official action. But for the
most part it continued to be a
one-man crusade — until this
spring. Acting on scientific in-
formation coming originally fro
Purdue University,. our own Ex-
periment Station is telling Ken-
tucky farmers how to use sodiu
chlorate, which is highly in-
flammable, particularly danger-
ous if allowed to dry on wor
clothes. Purdue University Ex-
periment Station interested it-
self in fighting Johnson grass
because the grass has done much
harm in southern Indiana. The
plague was brought to Indiana
back in 1937 when a hay famine
in the Midwest caused farmers
to import hay from the deep
South. Four years ago an effor
was made in the Indiana Legis-
lature to enact a law that woul
help prevent the spread o
Johnson grass.
This article is written for
state-wide publication in local
papers because Johnson grass i
already spreading in two-third
of the counties in Kentucky, and
because it is a menace to rich
bottom ground particularly. Our
river bottom and second bottom
land is the cream of Kentucky's
agricultural resources.
The spread of Johnson grass
is like the appearance of little
pimples, which develop steadily.,
into creeping cancer. Thousands
of Kentucky don't even know
what it is when they see it.
They can learn from their coun-
ty agents.
Tray Madison of Edmonso
county has started the first reg-
istered Guernsey herd in the
county.
The Chaplin Homemaker
Club in Nelson county raise
$54 for the cancer drive.
Blue Lantern Farm, Highway 68
Hopkinsville, Ky.
JULY 9, 10, 11, 12
ess Races Daily 2 Running 
Races
Tuesday Wednesday Thursday 
Friday
Cattle, hogs, sheep, mules
Judging each morning
Now. . for the first time! Rare
charm for your% writing papers.
Elegant stationery, depicting a
Atarlorama of "Olde Kaintuck."
Sophisticated courier for your
every message . and the etch-
ing-like vignette* may be framed
for miniature home decor! Gift.
Two worthy... unique!
fr Box of 48 sheets, 12 assorted
scenes, 24 envelopes 12.00
Note size, 24 sheets,
24 envelopes  $1.00
THE PRINCETON LEADER, PRINCETON, 
KENTUCKY
BOWLES EXPLAINS RESIGNATION—Ches
ter W. Bowles, re-
signed economic stabilizer, tells radio audie
nce details of his
resignation in protest over Congressional passage
 of OPA bill.
He lauded president for his veto of the legislati
on. (AP Wire-
photo)
Can Peaches This
Summer, Advice
Kentucky housewives will be
fortunate this summer in being
able to secure peaches for home
canning, food specialists report.
Western Kentucky has an ex-
cellent crop, quality will be good
and prices reasonable.
The peak movement of the
Kentucky crop will be July 22-
July 28 and "Kentucky Peach
Week" has been proclaimed for
these dates.
Although there is a shortage
of sugar, housewives should re-
member substitutes, such as
corn syrup and honey may be
used, or peaches may be canned
entirely without sugar and the
sugar added at the time of con-
sumption.
Peaches will probably be the
only plentiful fruit available
this year and food chain stores
in Kentucky are working with
peach growers so that everyone
may have an opportunity to pur-
chase them for freezing and
home canning.
An important point for the
housewife to remember is that
even though the United States
had its largest peach crop in
history in 1945, very few canned
peaches are available in stores
today.
ow To Look Well
Good health, physical care,
areful dressing and good pos-
ture are important things in life,
Miss Iris Davenport, women's
editor of the Southern Agricul-
turist, told 600 girls attending
the 23d annual Junior Week at
the University of Kentucky.
"Choose your clothes thought-
ully, have them in good condi-
ion, put them on carefully and
then forget what you are wear-
she advised, adding that
no person is attractive who is
conscious of her clothes.
Hammicks
Made of heavy
duck-with ropes
ready to hang
Motorists For Right
Of World Travet
Geneva, Switzerland — (W) —
The International Alliance of
Tourism (AIT), which embraces
116 Automobile Touring Clubs in
the world, declared at its recent
first postwar general assembly
that the right of free travel should
be recognized as one of the fun-
damental human rights outlined
in the charter of the United
Nations.
The delegates from 20 nations
voted to resume relations with
Touring Clubs in former Axis
satellite states.
Eddyville Road
Mrs. Alvin Lisanby, club chair-
man, had charge of the Eddy-
ville Road Homemakers June
meeting. A nominating commit-
tee was appointed for the elec-
tion of officers next month. Mrs.
Henry Sevison gave a book re-
port, "The Richshaw Boy."
Misses Laska Ann and Mary
Jane Lisman sang two of their
favorite songs.
The hostess, Mrs. H. J. Watson,
served refreshments to Mes-
dames W. H. Beck, Dennie Cash,
J. W. Hollingsworth, Dennie
Freeman, Chas. Hubbard, L. C.
Lisman, Alvin Lisanby, Arch
Martin, Henry Sevison, Jeff Wat-
son, Drew Hubbard, J. M. Tiche-
nor, Misses Jane Beck, Laska
Ann Lisman, Mary Jane Lisman,
and Mrs. A. M. Buchanan.
Berries Do Well
Seth Walker of McCreary
county sold 90 crates of straw-
berries from a half-acre for a
average of 47.50 a crate. All were
sold locally and many of the
at the field County Agen,
George 0. Corder believes straw
berries may become an irn
portant cash crop in McCrea
county.
Wood
Settee
Natural oak fin-
ish.
$14.75
Barbecue
Table
Sturdy built
with benches.
$26.50 value.
$19.95
When in Hopkinsville visit Jordan's
Hopkinsville's Leading Home Furnishers '
8th and Main St.
Flour Won't Wor
Housewives may be- sorry
 if
they try to hoard the new 
80
percent flour, Miss Sue Ri
ce of
the Wheat Flour Institute 
told
600 4-H Club girls attend
ing
Junior Week at the Unive
rsity
of Kentucky.
"Emergency flour keeps 
poor-
ly as flour, batter, dough or
bread, and even dough for re-
frigerator rolls will not k
eep
satisfactorily for more than t
wo
days," the food authority said.
However, the new flour is "fine
for waffles and muffins," or in
other recipes calling for the use
of eggs, she added.
Miss Rice suggested that cup
cakes be made instead of layer
cakes, although she does not rec-
ommend the new flour for this
purpose. Cookies made with
spices, molasses or chocolate are
satisfactory, she said.
Here are some of the sugges-
tions made by Miss Rice:
I. Use recipes commonly used,
but handle the dough or batter
as little as possible.
2. Use small recipes so the
supply is. eaten at once.
3. Divide a loaf of bread with
a neighbor so it is eaten while
fresh.
4. Limit the time of storage
to a minimum.
The new flour, which Miss
Rice pointed out is an emergency
measure, has two enemies—ran-
cidity and weevils. Control lies
in buying small amounts of flour
or bread, she said.
Miss Rice demonstrated to the
4-H'ers the making of muffins
with the new flour, adding
orange marmalade to half the
mixture and spices to the other
half.
Savings Deposits
$700 Million In Russia
Moscow — (11') — Savings de-
posits in Soviet banks have
reached the highest peak in the
nation's history—eight and one-
half billion rubles at the last
tabulation in January of this
year, or about $722,500,000.
The figure represented a rec-
ord gain of three billion, four
hundred thousand rubles during
1945.
"Deposits made for six months
or longer bring owners five per-
cent interest, others three per-
cent. Deposits are guaranteed by
the government.
By Dorothy Brasher
Mrs. Val Guthrie and chi h
en,
Sory and John, left Thu
rsday
for their home in Charlotte, N
.
C., after spending some 
time
with her mother, Mrs. J. B. So
ry.
Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Brasher
and children, Dorothy, Donal
d
and Dennis and Mrs. Vel
don
Yandell spent Friday in Evans
-
ville, Ind.
Mr. and Mrs. Tally Baker 
and
children have been visiting r
ela-
tives in Birmingham, Ala.
Mr. and Mrs. Hal Hazelett, 
of
Louisville, are visiting thei
r
daughter, Mrs. C. W. Dilwort
h
and Rev. Dilworth.
Mr. and Mrs. Monroe But
ts
and children, of Morganf
ield,
spent last weekend with 
Mr. a nd
Mrs. Lee Bucklow.
Mrs. J. B. Sory and Miss 
Dora
Young are visiting' in Na
shville,
Tenn.
Mrs. Albert Burnett and 
Mrs.
Cecil Brasher were in Hop
kins-
ville recently.
Mr. and Mrs. Coy Moo w
ho
have had rooms in the Benn
ett
apartments, have moved to their
new home.
In Perry county 1,600 package
s
of garden seed and 260 poun
ds
of sweet corn seed were dis
tri-
buted among 4-H club members.
Twenty-eight Laurel county
farmers, 4-H and FFA members
have enrolled in the corn derby.
'Bring Back •
My Bikini To Me'
Aboard Flagship Mt. McKin-
ley, Atomic Bomb Fleet—RI—
You dinna find heather nor hear
the skirl of pipes in the Mar-
shall, but the lads and lassies
sing, "Bring back my bonnie
to me."
The tone has the flatness of
native music and the words are
without burr, but the air and
lyric sung by Marchallese chil-
dren are instantly recognizable.
The song, together with such
others as "You are My Sunshine"
and Working on the Railroad,"
have been taught the youngsters
by missionaries along with old
familiar hymns.
The prolific East
field was discovered
Since 1917 you've been able to
'depend on The Red Front Stores
NOW WITH THE ELIMINATION OF THE
0.P.A., THE RED FRONT STORES WANT
TO ASSURE YOU THAT. . . .
EZRA FRANKLIN MELVI
N FRALICK
Local Managers
We must make room for our fall mer chandise.
 Bargains that we are offering
during this sale have not been offered in West
ern Kentucky in many a day.
Top Quality Merchandise at U believably
Low Prices, - - that's our motto.
Come in the first day, don't wait. We have priced 
this merchandise so low that
one minute's delay will mean disappointm
ent to you. First come, first served. Store
opens 8:30 AIL
One lot of 25 dresses for street wear. Some originally sold 
for $8,
$10 and $12. Clearance Sale price as low as $1.98.
Children's Sun Suits $1.49 reduced for clearance at 98¢.
One lot of street dresses, clearance sale price $3.90.
Seersucker Pedal Pushers, $2.49. Clearance sale price $1.49.
Girls' Slacks, sizes 8 to 14, $1.98. Clearance Sale price 98g.
Girls' Slacks, sizes 8 to 14, $2.49. Clearance Sale price $1.49.
Misses Shorts with Bra, sizes 12 to 16, $2.98. Clearance safe
price $1.98.
Ladies' Slacks, large sizes $1.98. Clearance sale price $1.49.
Ladies' summer hats. All greatly reduced.
,Complete line of men's, ladies' and children's shoes.
Boy's School Clothes.
Due to the abandonment of O.P.A. we at the Federated Stor
e are not raising
our prices on merchandise we have in stock. Our prices o
n all aew merchandise
will be marked as if O.P.A. were still in effect.
Signed: REE I. ENGELHARDT, Owner
Federated Store
Watch our Windows for Thursday Specials' and Everday Bargains
/FEDERATED STORES
of
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00114 Pension Claims Run
into Three Millions
One out of ev
ery four veter-
05 Of World War II in the 
na-
tion as a whole, has filed a
caiun with the
 Veterans Admin-
iSation for disability pe
nsions,
t I: re VA ann
ounced, a total of 3,-
282,375 claims being 
filed up to
June 1.
In 
Kentucky, 62,903, or one
out of six 
veterans had filed
laims resulting in 31
,626 awards.
Of the 
remainder, 28,596 claims
were 
disallowed or had been
terminated and 2,681 were pend-
ing adjudication.
Michigan followed the na-
tional figure, with one out of
!Jur veterans filing claims. Of
i2e total of 123,274 claims 
filed,
t1.922 resulted in awards, 55
,-
.4 were disallowed or had 
been
1,:minated, and 5,986 were pend-
mg adnidication.
One out of every three Ohio
Tterans had claimed a disabi-
Ilty pension. Of the total of 
171,-
382 claims filed, 79,801 
were
arded, 83,278 were disallowed
had been terminated and 8,-
pending.
Most of these claims pending
djudication were awaiting re-
ipt of applicants' records by
e VA.
The Veterans Administration
ges veterans who believe they
re enti,tled to a disability pen-
;on to file their claim within
e year from the date of their
harged.
Baseball Guides
Thousands of baseball fans
song the patients in Veterans
dministration hospitals are go-
to be well-informed follow-
rs of the sport. Distribution of
0,000 copies of the Official Base-
all Guide will be made to 103
'A hospitals throughout the
untry.
The Guides, which contain
omplete "dope" on the major
ague players, were made avail-
tie by the Bowlers Victory Le-
ion and various organized bow-
rs' leagues, who donated
aides to the VA.
Vacationing Vet-Students
Veterans attending educational
Mtutions under the G. 1. Bill.
'ho take a vacation this sum-
or, will not receive subsistance
liowance during that time, Vet-
runs Administration Branch Of-
c e officials announced in
olumbus.
Since veteran-students accrue
days of authorized leave dur-
g a calendar year, those taking
me-off' from school during
,e summer months may elect to
ruider one vacation month as
ave and receive subsistence al-
wance for that time. However,
ch leave will count against the
terans' total eligibility.
Ex
-servicemen and fotnen con-
ing in school during the
mer months will receive sub-
lance payments as usual.
The vacationing veteran stu-
nt may accept any type of
ployment during the summer
onths and may register with
e USES for employment. He
also file a claim for read-
tment allowances if suitable
ployment cannot be found.
Phase Microscope
A Nazi secret, a "phase
croscope," is now being ex-
Wed at various Vetreans Ad-
nistration hospitals so that
cal staffs may be conver-
t with the newest professional
velopments.
Found by an army colonel in
omb-wreckeci Zeiss labora-
: ..s in Germany, the micro-
Pe enables scientists, better
n ever before, to study liv-
germ cells, how they sub-
de, multiply and live. Mov-
picture films of cell growth,
en through the instrument,
eat the mysterious processes
the microscopic world of liv-
cells more clearly than here-
ore and will greatly advance
study of germ cells causing
axe such as cancer.
A officials said the new mic-
ope will probably be made
American firms within the
t few months.
Six Steps To G. I. Loan
e six vital steps in securing
• I. loan which carries a vet-
Administration guaranty
er the Servicemen's Read-
tment Act are:
Find the property (home,
en, farm or equipment).
Go to a recognized lending
itution.
• Present your plan and orig-
1 discharge papers.
. Approved appraiser checks
Perty.
• Appraiser's report made to
Pective lender.
. It the deal meets all quail-
tion, the loan is made by
financial institution.
Questions And Ammer.
Cl I am a World War II vet-
employed by a manufactUr-
concern. I own a small gro-
which I operate on the side
at income from the
Ii less than $100 a month-
I eligible for a self-employ-
ment allowance?
A. No. Under the G. I. Bill,
you must devote full tint* to
your business in order to qtialify
for a self-employment allowance.Q. I am not staisfied with the
course I am taking at a univer-
sity under the G. I.' Bill and I
would like to change. Can the
VA help me?
A. Yes. You may change your
course and continue to draw sub-
sistance. You may determine
what course is best for you by
taking advantage of the counsel-
ing and guidance service main-
tained by the VA. Consult rep-
resentatiVes at your university.-
Q. As a totally ditikled vet-
eran draWing a pension, can I
receive on-the-job training, draw
a subsistence allowance and still
receive my peniion?
A. Yes, if your disability does
not prohibit yotfr working. Go
to your nearest Veterans Admin-
titration office and consult the
VA training officer about the
benefits of Public Law 16.
Q. I served in the grmy for
two years and was discharged
on October 1, 1940. Am I eligible
for any benefits under the G. I.
Bill?
A. Yes. The law specifies that
veterans must have served at
least 90 days and must have
have been in the armed forces
on or after September 16, 1940.
Q. I amstudying law under the
Servicemen's Readjustment Act
and have received a number of
law books from the VA which
I would like to have for my law
libraby. Will I be able to keep
them whem I complete the
course?
A. Yes, if you complete the
course satisfactorily.
High-pitched sounds can ex-
tinguish a flame.
OPA Can't Issue
Vets' Priorities
Some Dealers In Wanted
Goods Passing Buck,
Says Official
Considerable confusion exists
among returning veterans re-
garding priorities, L. A. Cassidy,
OPA Veterans Relations Advis-
PUBLIC
or for Kentucky, said today.
"We receive personal and tele-
phone calls every day request-
ing priorities for veterans to
purchase mechanical refrigera-
tors and other appliances, auto-
mobiles and trucks. There are
no priorities an these items ex-
cept when sold by the War As-
sets Administration," Cassidy
said.
Some dealers in refrigerators
and new automobiles are "pass-
Page Els
ing the buck" by telling tif
veteran to "obtain a priori
from OPA" when they
full well that OPA has no
trol of priorities for an
except sugar, Cassidy added.
Sir John Popham, a highw
man in his youth, became C
Justice of England in 1592.
There have been white b
birds, white redbirds, and
bluebirds.
tie t Dance
JULY 13 Princeton, Ky.Main Street- 8 til 12 p.m.
Everybody Invited To Attend
SPONSORED BY RAY-CRIDER-McNABB POST
VETERANS OF FOREIGN WARS
ADMISSION 25c TO ALL!
Good Music - Plenty of Room! THIS ADVERTIS
EMENT MADE POSSIBLE THROUGH THE
COURTESY OF THE UNDERSIGNED MERCHANTS
Goldnamer's
Princeton's Largest Department Store
Western Auto Associate Store
"Everything for the Automobile"
McCaslin's Shoe Store
Claussner Hose
Farmers National Bank
Princeton, Ky.
Sears Roebuck & Co.
Satisfaction Guaranteed or your Money Back
Vivian's Beauty Shop
Over Sears Order Office
Western Kentucky Gas Co.
For Gas Appliances
Conway Lacey, Joseph Neel, Fred Joke
Agents Metropolitan Life Insurance Co.
Carter's Lunch Room
Wood & McElfatrick
Men's & Boys' Clothing
A Friend of the V. F. W.
Dr. B. L. Keeney
Dawson's Drug Store
May we fill your prescriptions — Phone 19
B. P. 0. Elks
"Boosting the Vets"
McGough Paint & Wallpaper Store
"The Complete Paint Store"
Kentucky Utilities Company
Dr. C. H. Joggers
A Friend
Mark Cunningham, Agent
Arnold's '
Princeton and Hopkinsville
Jones & Jones Cab Line
Phone 221
McConnell Electric Co.
T. J. Rogers Grocery
Hogan's Service Shoe Shop
Russell's Grocery
Princeton Tire and Recapping Co.
Red Front Store No. 34
Capital Theater
Chambers- Moore Motors
Cherry's Restaurant
Morgan Furniture & Undertaking Co.
Quinn's Grocery
Williams Texaco Service Station
West End Food Store
Submarine Bottom Cafe
Stucco Inn
Ralph Griffin Service Station
Tatum Cafeteria
Raymond Rich Plumbing & Heating
Dealer in Conco Stoker
Princeton Hosiery Mill
Harmons Grocery
A. H. Templeton, Florist
Catlett's Cafe
Watson Coal & Feed Co.
Princeton, Ky.
Princeton Bakery
Always the Best
Red Front Store
Market Street, Melvin Fralick, Mgr.
Stevens Chevrolet Co.
Phone 83
Stevens Insurance Agency
(Bob Stevens)
Princeton Shoe Co.
Fine Shoes Fitted by X-Ray
Salem F. Jones
Rep. National Life and Accident Insurance Co.
Winstead's Jewelry
Sub a & Eliza Nall Store
Federated Store
Modern Beauty Shop
Walker's Drugs & Jewelry
The Penslar Store — Phone 77
First National Bank
Princeton, Kentucky
Cumberland Manufacturing Co.
J. C. Penny Co.
Incorporated
Hodge Motor Sales
Grace's Beauty Shop
110 So. Jefferson St.
Let us loan you.the money to buy or build your
home. — Henrietta Bldg.
Princeton Federal Savings & Loan Assn.
L. H. Lowry
Dry Goods Store
Rowland Motor Co.
Sales Dodge - Plymouth
Farmers Dry Cleaners
U. S. Army Recruiting Officer
Mitchell Implement Co.
Case - Hudson - Diamond T - Philco
Buddy's Food Store
Princeton Mills
Purina Feeds — Sanitation Products
People's Self Service Market
Standard Service Co.
Wholesale
Mary's Beauty Shop
Ordway's Ice & Coal
Fredonia, Ky. — Phone 9-J
General Auto Supply Co.
East Court Square — Princeton — Phone 4e0
K. B. Jacobs
POultry, Eggs, Cream
Leona Trader
Circuit COurt Clerk
•
Alvin Lisanby
Commonwealth Attorney
W. Otho Towery
Sheriff Caldwell County
Clyde 0. Wood
County Judge — Princeton, Ky.
A. Koltinsky Grocers
Princeton Livestock Sales Co.
(Brad Lacey, Mu.)
8
Remember The Date - Bring The Entire Family - -
MAIN STREET - PRINCETON, KENTUCKY
Saturday Night, July 13 8 P. M. Till 12 P. M.
•-.
•
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'Waft Extended
ntil March 31,
rvice Limited
i Induction Of 18-Year-
Olds Halted; All Fathers
To Be Released At
l't .1Own Request
11)1.1111. Washington —(1?) — President
l'Illrn1 an has signed into law
-1( ' titillation extending the draftI
'et until next March 31 and
, ‘ 'rohibiting induction of 18-year
( ; Y • ;Ids.
d ' Product of a long controversy
?etween the Senate and the
, t( louse, the legislation permits
he drafting of 19-year-olds and
't ' ;on-fathers up to the age of 45,
tI l lthough in practice men over
fLL ' 5 have not been inducted for
ome time.
f ( In fact, the Army already has
nnounced it will levy no draft
,uota for July and August.
The new law does not change
' he existing requirements for
8-year olds to register; it simply
,rohibits their actual induction.
Major provisions of the new
in( aw, which replaces a stop-gap
.,ill expiring at midnight June
. —....., 1 0:
i• '' Ages of liability for induction:
I )' i'9 through 44, both inclusive.
I '
'1,1 Limit of compulsory service; 18
' 1 l'rionths for men inducted after
• :11etober 1, 1946; men inducted
' )rior to October 1 may obtain
heir release upon request upon
,vompletion of 18 months of ser-
I. dce. A service period of longer
11 '1
at
81.7
SO
Se
tor
• T
•
Flex
Two
or f
John L. Lewis Visits
West Kentucky Towns
Madisonville —(113)— John
Lewis, president of the AFL,
United Mine Workers Union,
and his daughter, Miss Kath-
erine Lewis, visited here Mon-
day with Ed Morgan, president
of UMW District 23. Morgan
said it was "just a friendly visit"
while Lewis and hit daughter
were en route to Springfield,
Ill., to visit Lewis' mother.
Eagles Gather
Melbourne, Australia 
—UM--
Eagles are attacking fully-grown
sheep in Victoria. One sheep
owner has lost 75 lambs and 20
sheep to eagles which have been
making their ravages in groups.
than 18 months may be ordered
by the President if Congress de-
clares that "the national interest
is imperiled."
Statutory exemptions: All
fathers, unless they volunteer.
Fathers now in service may ob-
tain their discharge upon re-
quest after August 1, 1946. In
addition, local draft boards re-
tain their power to grant occu-
pational referments as in the
past.
Reinduction: No man shall be
inducted if he already has ser-
ved in the armed forces abroad
or at home for at least six
months since September 16, 1940.
Size of the armed forces: By
July 1, 1947—Army, 1,070,000;
Navy, 558,000; Marine Corps,
108,000.
Expiration date of the new law:
March 31, 1947.
Be Careful-- -
Drive safely and carry adequate Auto
Insurance.
MARK CUNNINGHAM
THE MAN WITH THE PLAN
1.11 lc market It PHONE 81 PRINCETON, KY.
KEEP COOL
in Kuftawa All Concrete Swimming Pool
Constant flow 100,000 or more gallons
fresh, cool water per clay. Lighted at night.
Open 1:00 P.M. to 9:00 P.M.
Kuttawa Mineral Spring Co.
ACCUSER OF FLIER — Helen
Stavrou, 18, clerk at the West-
over Field, Mass., army air
base, walks in the corridor
during recess in the Superior
Court trial in Boston, of Lt.
Thomas Farrell, 24, Army flier
accused of burning his initials
in her breasts with a cigarette
in a Boston hotel room March
17. (AP Wirephoto)
President Appeals
For Bread Saving
Declares Food Needs
Will Be Great For
Many Months
Washington — (IF) — President
Truman has released a report
that world food needs "will still
be great for many months to
come," and urged Americans to
continue the "determined effort"
to save bread and flour.
The report showed an esti-
mated 5,500,500 long tons of food
grains had been shipped to
hungry areas by the end of June
and Mr. Turman called this an
"impressive record." The goal
for the first half of 1946 was 6,-
000,000 tons, and this figure now
is expected to be reached by the
middle of this month.
In issuing the report at his
news conference, Mr. Truman de-
clined to comment in the "Mace-
donian cry" of Senator Tobey
(R-N. H.) seeking grain for
New England poultrymen. Tobey
had made public a reply from
Mr. Truman saying the question
was whether people or chickens
should be kept from starving,
and the President said the let-
ter speaks for itself.
=_!
Tr; ,
STATEMENT
ON PRICES
by
O.P.A. is still in effect at Arnold's. We pledge
our support to curb price increases as a result of
the ending of O.P.A. In accord with this effort
and in keeping with the traditional policy of our
store, we will NOT increase prices on goods al-
ready in stock. Furthermore, in event of price in-
creases by manufacturers on goods received in
the future, Arnold's will take only its traditional
profit marking. This store pledges to do every-
thing within its power to prevent "run-away"
prices.
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$24.40 Per Capita
School Fund Fixed
New State Figure Is
Announced By Supt.
J. F. Williams
Frankfort—M—The State of
Kentucky will contribute $24.40
towards teachers' salaries during
the coming year for each pupil
shown in the State-wide school
census largest sum ever provided
for this purpose.
The figure, which compares
with $19.77 during the school
year just ended, was announced
Thursday by State Supt. of Pub-
lic Instruction John Fred Wil-
liams after days of comparing
the school census reports with
the general assembly's $15,650,-
000 appropriation for each of
the coming fiscal years. The fact
that the "escalator clause" in
the budget bill for the 1946-48
biennium will allow more funds
the second year, if income ex-
ceeds estimates, is expected to
result in a still higher per capita
during the 1947-48 school year.
In addition to appropriation
specifically for the per capita
fund by which the state aids the
schools in paying their teachers,
the Legislature provided $1,850,-
000 for each of the coming two
years to be apportioned among
the financially poorer counties
to aid their schools. The total
compares with $1,500,000 during
each of the two school years
just ended and $400,000 for each
of the years in the biennium be-
fore that. The "escalator clause"
provides additional funds for
this equalization program dur-
ing the 1947-48 school year if
income goes higher than esti-
mated.
Angler Gets Break
Worland, Wyo.—WI—Cy Mi-
leski of Worland, despite trouble
with his casting arm, stuck to his
fishing all day and caught a
trout. Later hospital examination
disclosed a fracture of the arm
near the shoulder, received when
Mileski fell while attempting to
reach some fishing tackle in a
truck.
Everybody reads The Leader!
THEY LIVE
FOREVER
A monument is more than a tribute
to the memory of a loved one. It is
a lasting inspiration—a symbol of
the faith and ideals that live forever.
When you make the most important
choice of a monument, let us show
you the enduring beauty captured in
stone by Bane Granite craftsmen.
Paducah
Granite Co.
402 S. 3rd. St. Phone 799
Paducah, Ky.
BARR
BUILD
CLASSIFIED ADS
The following stoves are how
av5ileble-22EM525, Coal and
Wood range, $41.50; 22EM535,
Coal and Wood range, $72.92;
22EM133, table top or range,
$46.95 on pages 855, 856 and
859 of our big spring and sum-
mer catalog. Please order
while stocks are available.
Sears Order Office, Phone '790.
It
FOR SALE: New Oliver No. 2
combine. See or call J. D.
Hodge, Hodge Implement Co.
Phone 87. ltc
Citizens Ice Co., plant will be
closed on Sunday afternoons
and Thursday, July 4.
Wes, have a small allotment of
Craftsman 1/2-H. P. electric
motors, $24.25. Orders must be
placed on or before Tuesday,
July 9. Sears Order Office,
Phone 790. it
FOR SALE—I have about 40
bushels of Irish Cobbler po-
tatoes for sale; large- size; no
culls. Priced to sell. Lucian
Robinson, Princeton R. 2, on
the Hopkinsville Road, 5 miles
East of Princeton. ltp
WANTED-4 good milk cows
without horns, not over 5
years old. See W. B. Stone.
Cedar Bluff Stone Co. it
NOW AVAILABLE—All types
of alarm clocks, both regular
and electric. Orders must be
placed on or before Saturday,
July 6. Sears Order Office,
Phone 790. it
FOR SALE — Practically new
Magic Chef gas stove. Call
Mrs. Frank Tanner, Eddyville,
Ky., Phone No. 3342. ltp
FOR SALE-3-burner gas stove,
in fair condition, $10.
Tel. 391. ltp
BANNER DAY, Tuesday, July
9—White Turkish towels, 20-
x40 inches, 52c. Limit, 4 tow-
els a customer. Sears Order
Office. Phone 700. It
itoR SALE— Curry property on
Eagle St. Call 148. It
WE HAVE a small allotment of
Community Plate silverware.
If yor are interested, orders
must be,placed on or before
Tuesday, July 9. Sears Order
Office. Itc
That Nagging
Backache
May Warn of Disordered
Kidney Action
Madera We with Its hurry and worry,
Irregtdar habits, improper eating and
drinking—Ito risk of exposure and inf or-
titre—throws heavy attain oa ths work
of the kidneys. They are apt to become
over-texed and fail to Alter exam acid
and nther impurities from the life-eying
blood.
You may suffer nagging backache,
headache, dizziness, getting up nights
leg pains, conatantly
tired, nervous, all worn out. Other magas
of kidney or bladder <Reorder are some-
times bunting, scanty or too frequent
urination.
Try Dose's Pals. Doss's help the
kidneys to pass off harmful excess body
waste. They hare had more than half a
century of puldleapgroval. Are cocoa"
mended Ly manful users •verywhere.
Ash poor welebbarl
DOAN'S PILLS
PROVIDING . .
Rural Telephones
is A BIG JOB
It's a big one ... the job of
providing telephone service
to rural people scattered over hundreds
of thousands of square miles in nine
states:
But it's a job that we're pleased to he
doing. Southern Bell trucks and men are
becoming a more and more familiar
sight along the rural roads of the South.
east.
Of course a job of this size can't be
completed overnight—particularly since
more central office equipment must be
Installed at many telephone exchanges
before additional 'phones can be con-
nected.
You can be sure of this: We're doing
the job, using the best equipment and
technique Bell System experience and
research can develop, and we'll keep on
extending telephone service into more
and more rural areas.
SOUTHERN BELL TELEPHONE
AND TELEGRAPH COMPANY
lacerperetell
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TURNS BACK NYE'S BID —
Senator Milton R. Young (a-
bove) led former Senator Ger-
ald P. Nye, 4 to I, in North
Dakota elections in which Nye
made a bid for Senate seat he
lost in 1944. Young also led
P.M. Lanier, Democratic nom-
inee, 2 to I. (AP Wirephoto)
Leader Chosen
(Continued from front page)
Pearce. Honorable mention was
accorded The Kentucky Stan-
dard, and The Falmouth Out-
look.
The best-advertisement con-
test awards with trophies pre-
sented by Bush-Krebs Company,
Louisville, were given to:
Best full page—The Sommer-
set Commonwealth, first; The
Princeton Leader, second, and
The Providence Journal-enter-
prise, third.
Best half-page—The Princeton
Leader, first; The Dawson
Springs Progress, second, and
The Lyon County Herald, third.'
Best quarter-page—The Ken-
tucky Standard, first; the
Princeton Leader, second, and
The Somerset Journal, third.
IS GETTING UP NIGHTS
GETTING YOU DOWN?
Thousands say famous doctor's
discovery gives blessed relief from
irritatiom of the bladder caused by
excess acidity in the urine
Why suffer nardlesoly from haricacliei.
run-down feeling from excess acidity he
uring0 Just try DR. KILMER'S
SWAMP ROOT, the renowned herbed
medicine. svvAiwr ROOT acts fast ea tie
kidneys to promot• the flow of mine and
relieve troulelesome muss acidity. Oriel.
nally created by • practising yonder'.
Dr. Mawr's is • caratelly Mee maehi.
ration of herbs, roots, mire hale
trams. Absolutely nothing harsh se kakis.
forming In this pure, scientific
tIon. Jo•t ,good inarallesits thatPritm=
act on th• kidneys to increase the flow ef
urine and eim• Om uncomfortable eyvagr
tom. of bladder Irrftatioa.
S•nd for it.., prepaid sample TODAY/
Liti• thousands of others you'll be glad
that you did. Send mate and address toPepartegoot 6, Kilmer & Ca., Inc, Bea
1255, Samford, Co... Off., llaralted. Seed
at..... All druggists sell Berms. Root.
Ky. farm News
Farmers in Barren county set
about 240 acres of tomatoes for
a local canning factory.
A large acreage of potatoes
was planted in Whitley county,
Elbert Partins planting 90 bags;
Wren Teague, 65 bags, and Tom
Perkins, 30 bags.
Approximately 90 percent of
the tobacco in Washington coun-
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Due to the abandonment of O.P.A. we at the
Federated Store are not raising our prices on
merchandise we have in stock. Our prices on
all new merchandise will be marked as if O.P.A.
were still in effect.
Signed: REE I. ENGELHARDT, Owner
Federated Store
butoll o folly outOolohc
Winklor Cool Surneor In
your prment fornac•
Sar• roomy and labor
Ns dewe 4•3MItot.T1e•• year mew
YOU CAN'T AFFORD TO SHOVEL COAL!
_
kire
WIIIKLER STOKERS
ARE YEARS" AHEAD IN MONEY SAVING
IIND WORK SAVING FEATURES
Every careful buying home owner
should se* the Winkler Stoker
before buying any form of
automatic heating *gulp
mint.
The Winkler Stoker
with its many refined
features is today THE
INDUSTRY'S out
standing product
It is saving money
and labor for thou
sands of property own
ers from coast to Valet.
Investigate the EezAu
control .. The fully auto
matte transmission which
has no shear pan! Pressure
Sealed Solves - The Econo
miser Burner.. and many other
exclusive Winkler features . .. The 3
Year Warranty Plan ... Seethe Winkler crush rocks ...
Into a steel pipe without damaging or stopping the stoker
/Ni/ff7/C4T1' drawl
See 1410117 PononsAto,
6110A7 YOU SI/P
MITCHELL BROS.
Plumbing and Heating
Canning Supplies
All kinds available at your Red Front Store
"Everybody's canning food for next winter."
MASON
JARS pts. doz. 55¢ qts. doz. 65(
1/2 gal. doz.
(Complete with tops and rings)
89(
ZINC
JAR CAPS, doz.
BERNARDIN
2 piece jar caps, doz. 21(
GIANT PUFFED
WHEAT
23(
8 oz. pkg.
PURE RUBBER
JAR RINGS
PURE CANE
SUGAR
OLIV-ILO
SOAP
3 boxes
5 lbs.
3 bars
100:
35(
15:
pkg. 25(
White Monday Laundry
BLEACH qt. 10¢ 1/2 gal. 11(
DEL MONICO
SPAGHETTI DINNER
RED KEY PORK & BEANS  20 oz. can 121/2Q
14edh and Vertetaided.
TENDER
ROASTING EARS 6¢ ea. 5 for 29(
POLE
BEANS
RED RIPE
TOMATOES
lb. 11(
lb. 123(
LARGE SPANISH
ONIONS
BLEACHED STALK
CELERY
LEAFY GREEN HEAD
LETTUCE
lb.
stalk
lb.
12(
81(
Listen to "Bing Sings" WSON HENDERSON, KY., Daily 8:00 A.M.
Sundays 9:00 A.M.
RED AFRONT
CASH ilk CARRY STORES
MORE FOR YOUR MONEY ALL THE TIME
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